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curtains of a depot wagon, a large foot put it in his pocket and went back tb that ilk, and whispered to the doctor
years after south of Australia, where H ow a Fam ous Inventor Suddenly laugh at his vile traducers who were
in a blue woolen stocking and a black the window.
The doctor looked, started up with a he discovered Clarie and Adelie Lands,
BY JESSE H. LORD.
Leaped from P overty to Fortune. doing all they could to hamper him by
cloth shoe and a black bombazine skirt.
“Horrid brute !” whispered Nellie to “Bless tny soul!” and was out of our Two years later still, only a few miles
sending telegrams to the seat of gov
I ’m growing o ld ; the hopes and fears,
“ Mercy 1 I t ’s Miss March and the me, rosy with mortification; and “ Hor pew and by the side of the blue muslin west of the former, Balleny added Sa
On the ti'ain from Bisraark to this ernment questioning his fitness for so
That waged an ever varying strife,
doctor!
Got caught in the rain, I rid brute !” repeated she that night in before Nellie had time to pick up her brina Land to the slowly-pieced-out
No more awaken smiles and tears,
city, I met J. P. Rossiter, who has important a command.
s
’pose;
and,
of course, they’ll take her own little room, when Mrs. March, fan, which he knocked down in his hur contour. Captain Wilkes had contrib
Disturbing my serener life.
charge of all the Northern Pacific roll
If those who lent themselves to such
supper here, and the last crumb of depot wagon, doctor and all were gone ry. More than that, he stayed there, uted meanwhile to the knowledge of
The ardent love, the jealous throe,
ing stock between Fargo and Living things could be followed through the
fruitcake in the house put on the table without another additional word from and after church walked home with the the tremendous ice-barrier that closed
Which burned and raged without surcease,
ston. Speaking of electrical inventions
last night for tea.”
Have left me ; and a gentler glow
the latter beyond a good-night.
straw hat, which covered, we ascertain the way to the South Pole. He de and improvements, Mr. Rossiter said war it would be found that they never
made a mark, put them where you
Of sweet contentment brings me peace.
“The doctor, aunt?” (for I confess I
“Don’t think any more about it,” ed, a very lovely face, lighted up by scribed, early in 1840, about latitude he knew Prof. Gray very well. “ We
would;
nor did they achieve any good
Strong passion owns my reason’s sw ay;
brown eyes and shaded by brown hair. 6l£ degrees south, and longitude 161
thought more of him than the fruit suggested I.
both worked at the same bench in a for the government.
Calm pleasure comes where love’s bestowed ;
“ Pretty, but a doll face, after all, degrees east, a coast-line, which he fol cabinet-maker’s shop in Oberlin, Ohio,
cake). “ Is that her husband ?”
“But I can’t help it,” pouted Nellie,
And quiet friendship soothes my way
That was a happy Fourth of July
Along life’s peaceful autumn road
“ Bless you, no ! Itls the young man giving the pillow a little pettish shake. whispered Nellie to me. “ Besides these lowed westward, with occasional in 1854. His geninus was a part of his when the Confederate flag came down
fair skins fade so quickly. ”
her nephew.”
glimpses of it, for weeks, by cruising birthright. I remember well his coming at Vicksburg and the stars and stripes
No unknown future threatens i l l ;
Two days after, Nellie was taken ill.
(Nellie
was
a
brunette.)
No fierce ambition drives me on ;
along the ice-fields.
“ Is.he married ?”
to the shop one day with his face badly went up in its place, while Mead’s force
She had headache, pains in her shoul
I gaze from life’s sublimest hill
That
Sunday
night
we
went
to
bed
Shortly after the greatest gain in all cut by glass with which he had been at Gettysburg was driving Lee’s army
“ Gracious ! no, I tell you. A likely ders a shocking sore throat and a vigor
On dangers past and victories won.
early, for no doctor made his appear the explorations was achieved by Cap experimenting in the mixture of chemi
one he would be to marry. He’s got too ous cough, and after doing up her hair
What though my natural powers decay—
ance,
and Nellie was so unbearably sul- tain James Ross, who, from a point cals. We worked a year or two to back to Richmond tattered and torn.
much good sense.”
nicely and putting on her most becom
That day so glorious in the annals-pf
My lessening time makes less demand ;
key that she would not speak. Monday just east of that which had been reached ether and then Gray married Delhi
“ Or the girls have—which aunty?”
The labor done at close of day,
ing cap, sent for the doctor.
our history lost nothing by the two
ditto. Tuesday drove up the depot wa D’Urville, forced his way almost di Shephard. I knew her and she lived
Tne farmer resting views his land
And, chuckling maliciously, I ran up
Dr. March came, looked attentively
brilliant events which were added t!o
And sees the harvest waving fair,
stairs, three at a jump, to tell Nell_ at her blooming cheeks and her eyes gon. The depot wagon with the white rectly south along the coast of Victoria only a mile west of Oberlin. After thsft our fame and made it still more dear
horse, Miss March still in bombazine ; Land, and after working by the great he moved on to her mother’s farm and
The ridgy rows with plenty filled ;
my cousin and companion in misery
bright with mischief, feeling her pulse
in the hearts of every American.
Sees fruitful fields erst barrens bare,
“blue
muslin” this time in blue silk est intrepidity through a heavy ice-belt commenced peddling milk and making
that there was a real, live, unmarried gravely and said that he would leave a
When the American flag was hoisted
The barrens bare hjs hands have filled.
(and mightily it become her), and the found himself able to discern rocky butter. This he continued until he
doctor below, who would stay for tea prescription with my aunt.
on the ramparts of Vicksburg my flag
So looks life’s landscope to my eyes ;
doctor, or rather a glorified doctor, land nearly as far as the 19th parallel. demonstrated his inability to make a
Nellie was marching up and down
“The'man V; a fool,” vowed Nellie,
ship and every vessel of the fleet steam
My earthly work is nearly done,
more than all, a gallant and talkative One of the most extraordinary fruits of profit and succeeded in compelling his
our little room, not with a lazy swing furiously, as he bowed himself out.
A calm comes to me from the skies,
ed up or down the levees before the
doctor.
this voyage was the discovery of the- mother-in-law to mortgage her farm city.
As slowly sinks life’s setting sun.
of a piazza promenade, but in a sharp
Presently in came Aunt Mehetabel.
The call was a long one, Miss March two lofty mountains, Terror and Ere and sacrifice her property, whereupon
-—Hartford Times.
restless way, as if some tiresome
“ Girls, you must stop talking.
Dr.
We discerned a dust in the distance,
was
in no hurry 1to go; Miss tawrence— bus—the latter a burning volcano.
he began the study of telegraphing and and in a few moments General Grant,at
thought kept step with her, and she March has ordered perfect quiet for
blue muslin’s name—proved social and
In spite of his success and of the of the telegraph instruments some the head of nearly all his generals,with
was trying to outwalk it.
Nellie. He says that there is a great chatty.
curiosity excited by finding a volcano thing that he before knew nothing their staffs, rode up to the gangway
She received my announcement with determination about her head and that
In the course of events came out the much nearer the South Pole than Hecla about. “ Two or three years he thus
So low hung the clouds that they the most provoking composure, hardly the room must be darkened; no talking
and dismoonting, came on board. That
reason
of the doctors transfiguration. is to the North, little has been done for spent in fooling with an old instrument
seemed almost to touch the m isty' hill stopping long enough in her promenade allowed above a whisper, and her diet
was a happy meeting. A great hand
Miss Lawrence was his fiancee—had more than forty years to continue the until his poverty increased to such an
tops ; the river lay cold and black,with- to give me a nod in answer.
shaking and general congratulation.
must be panada or oatmeal broth for
been cruel enough to absent herself explorations. Occasionally some ves extent that his wife had to appeal to
out sparkle or ripple, at their feet; rain
“ But he’s young, Nell.” argued I.
I opened all my wine lockers, which
the next week, when, if no new and un
during
the greater part.of the Summer sel like the Challenger has cruised friends and neighbors for the necessar
pattered wearily on the roof, dripped
“ Well, I can’t help that;besides,every favorable symptons set in, she will pro
contained only Catawba on this occa
had returned unexpectedly, and the ampng these solitary wastes of ice ; ies of life. For weeks he would hardly
off the eaves, and trickled in the gar day will mend the fault.”
bably be cured.”
sion. It disappeared down the parch
marriage
was to take place in a month; and only a few years ago the Pilot’s speak to -her and the impression be
den walks; while a cold ^northeasterly
“And unmarried.”
ed throats which had tasted nothing
Nellie threw herself back and laughed
wind awakened all the dismal echoes
“Fortunate man ! but not, therefore, till she cried; but the sentence was hence it was we had had a doctor un Bride went further south probably, came prevalent that he was not in his for some time but bad water. Yet it
der a cloud, and now beheld him ra than any whaler has ever gone—at any right mind. One morning he returned
that lurk in the chimneys and about interestin
exhilarated that crowd as weak wine
rigorously enforced by my unsuspect diant.
rate, far enough to skirt along Graham from his work room with a smile and never did before.
the corners of old country houses like
“Helen Yaughn, how dare you ?” ex- ing aunt, and before the week of panda
Mischief shone out of the still, blue Land for some miles. In general,, how said : ‘Delia, I ’ve got it,’ and at once
that of my aunt, Miss Mehetable, and claimed I in huge wrath. “ You know and oatmeal was over’Nelle was in dan
There was one man there who pre
eyes
of Doctor March as our somewhat ever, this dreary part of the world has commenced a long dissertion upon the
and caused that respectable person to that we have been here a week,and not ger o f falling sick in good earnest from
served the sam» quiet demeanor he al
prosy Ariadne, Miss March, gradually been left almost unvisited for two- advantages of ‘a self-adjusting helix.’
“declare to goodness, if this ere spell seen anything to remind us of_of_” very spite and vexation.
ways bore, whether in adversity or
gave
us the clue to the labyrinth.
score years.
of weather kept onj if she didn’t light
So incomprehensible were his state victory, and that was General Grant.
“ Our fathers and brothers,” put in
A t the end of that time came the
But Nellie bore it beautifully. There
Undoubtly one reason why so much ments to the uncomplaining wife that
a fire in the s to v e ^ a threat which Nell.
No one to see him sitting there with
doctor to look after his fair patient, or,
was
a little start and a convulsive less effort has been expened on Antarc she rushed off to the pastor of her
rather seemed to encourage the storm
“ Well, so be it; and here, when the ather impatient.
that calm exterior and all the jollity,
twitching of her mouth for an ipstant, tic than on Arctic discovery is that church and confidentially told him that
to keep on and do its northeastliest.
skies actually rain down a beau, you
and without any staff would ever have
Nellie, who had been watching for his
Now, as a general thing, I rather af presume to act in that thankless, in arrival, jumped up from the window by but she was perfectly cordial, politely practicable routes to the Indies both her worst fears were now confirmed taken him for the great general who
fect a rainy day. In the first place it different way 1 How do you know which she was sitting and rushed put to interested and good-naturally indif eastward and westward around Cape and there was no longer any question had accomplished one of the most stu
ferently.
gives me a delightful sense of superior that we wont' be punisnea by tincc ■pen teller door.- Horn and Cape_of Good Hope took of her husband’s insanity.
pendous military feats on record.
... v r n e n u e y w e r e g o n e ~ sne u u mrc o u r
v r n r x c a p p i u p n a m - a u ct u n -mj- f a ,
ity to a few million, more or less, of weeks more of utter solitude ?”
r t i v r e w a a u q u ie t SaMSiaCUSTIIH MS —
“I am quite well, you see, doctor,” with a laugh that sounded somewhat' away that" necessity ror penetrating
fellow men and women, who will insist
Nellie answered bj- one of her quick, was her salutation.
“ You have cured hard and a “ Who would have thought further poleward which furnished the taken in the case was being discussed, his face that could' not be concealed,
stimulus to all the early Arctic explo Gray slipped down to Cleveland ; show but he behaved on that occasion as if
\ on looking at the rain through blue meaning smiles, straightened her collar me, and I think forever.”
it? ”
ration.
Another drawback is the re ed his invention to some capitalists and nothing of importance had occurred.
I spectacles ; then, ifc affords me unlimi- patted her hair, and went down to the
“There is still some fever and excita
I made no answer, for I thought com moteness of the Southern Ocean from manufacturers and sold a half interest
f ted indulgence in an easy wrapper, and sitting room, where we were introduced bility, remaining,” said the doctor ^can
General Grant was the only one in
ment superfluous.
the starting points of those adventur in the same for $250,000 cash before that assemblage who did not touch the
[ hair tucked up behind my ears, undis- to Mrs. March and her nephew, and ning her cooly.
We left before the wedding, but an
I turbed by a threatening possibility of then subsided into a corner; ’ for, as
Nellie, burst into a clear, ringing elegant bracelet found its way from ous maritime nations that make the returning home. When last I saw him simple wine offered him ; he contented
great voyages of discovery. Finally he was a millionaire, had traveled himself with a cigar; and let me say
| a call; then I justify Rochefoucauld’s Aunt Mehetabel and Mrs. March were laugh.
Nellie to the doctors office, with a card the peculiar,desolation of the southern around the world with his wife and had
1 well-worn maxim, and impart a keener off full tilt on the sewing society hobby
here that this was his habit during all
“Doctor, suppose we shake hands ? I attached to the case, bearing the name
frigid zone, its perpetual fogs, its be taken out the nineteenth patent.”
1 edge, a more delicious zest, to my sense horse, we were neither asked nor ex acknowledge the checkmate.!’
the
time he commanded before Vicks
of Mary Lawrence.
wildering currents and its enormous
I of coziness, by reflections on damp and pected to keep up.
burg, also while he commanded before
What was left the doctor to do but
I notice, however, that Nellie don’t masses of continuous ice,beginning at a
G rant a t Vickburg.
E dripping outsiders; then,—well, really,
Doctor March, who had honored us to smile and accept the hand-shaking
Richmond, though the same detractors
mention
the
name
of
Doctor
March
in
great distance from the Pole, have dis
K. I did have a few more reasons, but be with the slightest of all possible bows, proposition ?
who
made false representations of him
the long list of her flirtees.
ADMIRAL PORTER’S ACCOUNT OF THE GEN
couraged
enterprise
in
that
direction.
R pleased to immagine them, good reader sat apart by a window, looking out at
in
military
-matters before Vicksburg
I looked on in stupid'amazement.
ERAL’S CONDUCT OF THE SIEGE.
Four years ago Italy and the Argen
■ and accept the fact, that on this par- the rain; in a stiff, self-communing way What could ail Nellie Yanghn ? or why
misrepresented
him also ip the matter
T h e South Pole.
The following extract is from a work above alluded to.
tine Republic contemplated an expe
R ticular rainy day every one of these as though he were on the very top of should she care about this country doc
■cogent reasons deserted me, and I the North Pole, or in the middle of the tor? But, when I hinted something of EXPLORATION IN THE ANTARTIC REGIONS— dition to the South Pole, which was now nearly ready for the press entitled
H ow a Cannon B all Sensates.
to have been in charge of Lieutenant “Anecdotes and Reminiscences of the
| found myself with nothing to do, no Pacific ocean, or anywhere in the world the s o rt:
n o r d e n s k j o l d ’s CONTEMPLATED
Civil W ar,” by Admiral Porter.
Bove,
who
was
with
Nordenskjold
in
r desire to do it, and a strong suspicion but in my Aunt Mehetabel’s sitting
“You know nothing about it,’’was her
EXPEDITION.
In the history of the world’s sieges
the Vega’s voyage. This would have
M. Boutibouse, the French savant,
K that the storm was a three daj’s’ visitor room.
sharp answer. “A sunbeam melts all
The Statement that Nordenskjold,
nothing
will be found where more pa served in Napoleon’s army and was
been
followed,
it
was
said,
by
an
Eng
■ just about the time when behind scud“ Cool, that?” murmured Nell.
the icicles it finds in its way—doesn’t the Artie explorer, is about to under
lish expedition under Sir A. Young ; tience was developed, more endurance present at many engagements. A t the
f J*ng, drifting clouds, I knew that the
Then, aloud :
it? ’ ”
take an expedition to the frozen South
under privations or more courage shown battle of Wagram, in 1809, he was in
r sun was going comfortably to bed.
“Doctor March, the ladies have cast
“ Oh, I see ; fulfilling your mission, has a special interest. With our pres but the promoters of the undertaking
than
by the Union forces at the siege the heat of the fray ; the ranks around
Aunt Mehetable and a patch-work us out of the conversation. Won’t you etc. But, beg pardon, Miss Sunbeam— ent appliances all voyages aiming to shrank from its obstacles.
of
Vicksburg,
while on the part of the him had been terribly thinned by shot
Should Prof. Nordenskjold, however,
I quilt were in one of the deep-recessed come over here and play the Good but do you like this icicle ?”
reach the pole seem follies; but at
besieged
it
was
marked by their great and at sunset he was nearly isolated.
t windows, clippings surrounded her; her Samaritan.
In an instant my sunbeam was as least after the many baffled journeys to carry out the purpose attributed to him,
fertility
of
resource
in checking almost While reloading his musket he was
t lips were tightly drawn together ; her
The doctor got up very much as if rosy as if she had been one of the first the North, an effort to pierce the Ant- he would have certain advantages over
every
movement
of
ours and for the shot down by a cannon ball. His im
■ forehead was in wrinkles. She was de- she had asked him to ring the bell or rays of morn.
artic barriers has the charm of variety. his predecessors. First, the influence long months of suffering and hardship
pression was that the ball had passed
Rterrained to finish that “ere star” be- poke the fire, and sat down by us.
of
the
great
Equatoriol
current,
which
“Like him? What a stupid question? The good judgement and perseverence
they
underwent.
through his legs below his knees, com
crosses
the
Indian
Ocean,
and,
after
■ fore dark, and, by way of achieving it,
Nell put down her needles and leaned Of course not.”
exhibited by Prof. Nordenskjold in his
It belongs of right to General Grant pletely severing them, for he suddenly
skirting
the
coast
of
Africa,
strikes
di
I ^lafl jn 8t sewed in a white point wrong comfortably back on the sofa.
Then I knew at once that, according famous northeast passage from the
1 side up. Judge, then, if I should not
‘Thank you, doctor. I t ’s really very to the mysterious canons that govern Atlantic to the Pacific along the Arctic rectly into Antar(ic waters, is now bet to tell the story of that event, for in no sank down, shortened, as he believed,
I as soon have dreamed of heading a good of you.
Now, won’t you please feminine confidences, and she had just shores of Asia, will inspire the hope ter understood than it was half a cen case during the war did he so clearly to the extent of about a foot in mea
show his title to be called a great gen surement. The trunk of the body fell
[ charge of the Light Brigade as of talk- to amuse us ?”
been guilty of the largest kind of a that his present undertaking may be as tury ago, and the most inviting path of
eral,
nor did he elsewhere so fully ex backward on the ground, and the man’s
t ing to Aunt Mehetabel at that moment.
Southern exploration becomes almost a
“Certainly.”
white lie.
successful as the voyage of the Yega.
hlbit
all
the qualities which proved him senses were paralyzed by the shock.
I I was too lazy to knit; I detest crochet;
matter of scientific calculation. Above
And, taking an illustrated weekly
“ What are you going to do with him
Antarfctic exploration has never been
to
be
a
great
soldier.
I there was no piano; I had read “ Ro from his pocket, the doctor turned Nellie?” asked I, after making a mental prosecuted with the eager zeal which all, Rass’ successes were achieved with
Thus he lay, motionless, among the
If
General
Grant
had never perform wounded and dead all night, not dar
binson Crusoe” in my younger days, to the.column of fashions and began note of the blush and my reflections.
two sailing vessels, and the substitu
year after year has sent expeditions to
ed any other military act during the ing to move, when consciousness parti
F and felt myself "too timid for “ Mrs. reading it aloud with the most absurd
“ Teach him politeness, and leave him the North. Half a century ago, how tion of steam promises a great gain__
war, the capture of Vicksburg alone, ally returned, lest the loss of blood
Radcliffe.”
N.
Y.
Sun.
gravity?
to practice it this winter among the ever, it was in great favor. At that
with
all the circumstances attending should be fatally increased. That he
I bad, then, to look at a solemn, hy
Nell arched her eyebrows and drew village belief,” answered my saucy time Biscoe discovered, between 64 de
In a H urry.
the siege, would have entitled him to felt no pain he attributed to the stun
pocritical sofa, that pretended to be a up her mouth ; but I Could see that she cousin.
grees and 68 degrees of south latitude,
the highest renown. He had an enemy ning effect of the shock on his nervous
trustworthy article of furniture, and was getting nervous; and, really aroused
From that time we learned to expect Enderby Land and Graham Ladd. It
A negro woman entered a life insur to deal with of twice his force, and pro system, and he was still mentally too
was secretly wrong as to its springs of into curiosity, I took a second and the doctor as we did the New York pa
is noteworthy that Cook, in his famous ance office and asked for the manager. tected by defences never surpassed in
action, six penitential chairs, a table somewhat more careful observation.
numbed to be able to reason as to why
pers—twice a week, Nellie quoted, re second voyage, between 1772 and J 775,
the art of war.
A
gentleman
stepped
forward
and
ask
he had not bled to death. A t early
with a red cover, and a misanthropical
Doctor March was, at first glance a ferred, and conferred with him on all had penetrated to more southerly lati
ed if he could do anything for her :
I saw, m3*self, the great stronghold dawn he was aroused by one of the
astral lamp, four daguerreotypes, and quiet man of thirty, or possibly twenty- possible occasions; the doctor initiated
tudes than Biseoe’s of three score
“ Is yesse’f de man what pays out at Sevastopol of the Malakoff tower and medical staff, who came round to help
two ugly shells on the mantel, and over seven, with a good figure and a pale a course of rides and reading ; Nellie
years laler, but without discovering money when folks die ?”
the Redan, the day after they were the wounded, “ what’s the matter with
it a sampler, a production of Aunt Me- intelligent face, neither handsome nor did her hair three times a day, brought
any part of what is now loosely called
“
Yes
if
their
lives
are
insured
in
our
taken
by a combined army of 120,000 you, my good fellow ?” said the surgeon.
hetabel’s earlier days, as was set forth ugly, and I thought, not particularly out some new dresses from the bottom
the Antarctic Continent. Three times, company.”
men,
and
these strongholds, which have ‘Ah, touch me tenderly, doctor,” re
at the bottom in broken-backed and interesting. As I looked at him, how of her trunk, and amused me on rainy
“ Y assah; yas. Wall, my husband
at points far distant from each other,
become
famous
in ballads and story, plied M. Boutibouse; “a cannon ball
rickety capitals.
ever, reading the last on dits as to evenings with remarks on the superior he drove soutward beyond the Antarc whut’s named Rufe Evans inshored in
has carried off my legs!” The surgeon
dis deah place some time ago, an’ I never in any way compared with the examined the limbs referred to, and
Ten minutes’ steady survey of these fashions, there dawned on me a curious ity of a quiet reserve to a more noisy
tic Circle. But Biscoe, more fortunate thought dat I ’d call roun’dis ebenin an’ defences of Vicksburg, which looked as
articles of virtue satisfied me, and there sense, or, perhaps I should say, a com but superficial character.
then giving him a good shake, said,
found land directly south of Patagonia, git de $500.
if a thousand Titans had been put to with a loud laugh: “Get up with y o u ;
I was again with myself on my hands. prehension of how there might be a
The summer went on, and so did the and also directly south of Madagascar,
“ When did your husband die ?”
work to make these heights unassaila there’s nothing the matter with your
Picking up Aunt Mehetabel’s scissors,I nature, still—not because it might be flirtation. S----- rejoiced, for it had
“He’s dead just about now, sab, case
a few miles northeast of Captain Cook’s
legs I” M. Boutibouse sprang up in
ble.
began to cut a sheet of note-paper, but dull, silent—not because it lacked something to talk about. Aunt Mehewhen
I
lef
home
de
doctor
he
say
de
utter astonishment, and stood firmly on
swoops in 1774. It should be added
I
am
told
there
were
fifty-six
miles
was stopped short by :
eloquence; frozen in exterior—not *be tabel got off a few dry jokes, from time that Graham Land, visited by Biscoe po’ man couldn’t live more den fifteen
his legs which he had thought lost for
minutes longer, an’ I reckon I hab of intrenchments thrown up, one with ever. , “ I felt more thankful,” said he,
“ Mercy;, child ! them’s my best scis cause it had not fire, but only because to time, about patchwork quilts, and
in. 1832, in only an extension of a coast been ’bout dat long walking frum de in the other.
than I had ever felt in the whole
sors. You’ll ruin them snipping paper it was too finely cast to be fitted by cake;and I adapted myself to circum
discovered in partin 1821 by Howell, Perkins block ter dis place. You see,
The hills above, with their granite course of my life before. I had not a
iike th a t! Don’t you know—merciful every key, and so was waiting patiently stances, and played second fiddle with
I
’ll
need
some
o’
de
money
in
de
fun’and called Trinity Land ; by Palmer,
rocks standing in defiance,were enough wound about me. I had indeed been shot
gracions ! there’s an end of mv patch- all its riches unsuspected.
becoming meekness, till on Sunday we and called Palmer Land ; and by Bel- ral. Doan wanter to go dar lookin’
down by an immense cannon ball, but
work for the night, and this star not
Perhaps some such revelation visited all went to churcli as usual, and there linghansen, and called Alexander Land. sloushey an’ like—look heaii man ain’t to deter a foe without having intrench nstead of passing through my legs, as
yer gwine ter gin me der money ?
done y e t !”
Nellie, also ; for,-looking up in time happened to sit in front of 11s a straw Weddell, in 1823, penetrated to 74£ de Hafter fetch er stifikit dat he’s dead, ments bristling with cannon and mann I firmly believed it had, the ball had
ed by the hardiest troops in the Con passed under my feet and ploughed a
As this last exclamation was leveled to meet the glance of Doctor March, hat and a blue muslin dress.
grees south latithce, but saw no land. yer say ? Yer’s de fust man I eber seed federacy.
hole in the earth beneath at least a foot
not at me but out of the window, as as he finished, I saw her color violently*
Nellie’s curiosity was excited by an
A few year 3 later, in 1836, Dumont whut wouldn’t beleve de truf when its
in
depth, into which my feet suddenly
After it was all over and General
was quite natural, I looked out too,just
“Thank you,” said Nellie.
indescribable something that spoke of d ’Urville vi ited Graham Land. His tole him. All right, sah, I ’ll sen’ roun’
sank, giving me the idea that I had
in time to behold emerging from the
The doctor bowed, folded his paper, mantua making and millinery not of main work, however, was done two de corpse on er dray. Dat’ll be stifikit Grant could see the conquered city ly been thus shortened by the loss of my
’nuff.”— Arkansaw Traveler.
ing at his feet he could well afford to leg».”

Stealing A March.
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REGISTER’S NOTICE.
purposes, and it has unearthed many a
D O W N ,
D O W N ,
D O W N ,
‘ Moktgomeby County, )
brilliant sermon on the depravity of
HARRISBURG NOTES.
N orristown, Jan. 81,1885. 3
our politics that nothing short of our
D O W N ,
D O W N ,
D O W N ,
All persons concerned, either as heirs,creditors
The legislature is now busy at work, genuine and general political mendacity or otherwise, are hereby notified that the ac
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
IN PRICE MY EN TIRE STOCK, which comprises, in part a Fine Stock of
of the following named persons have been
bills are being read iq place in great could have elicited. -.Yet.the practical counts
allowed and filed in my office, on the date to each
part
of
the
Civil
Service
business
con
separately affixed, and the same will be present
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G ., CG., PA . numbers relating to almost everything*
templates that the experienced and ed to the Orphans’ Ccurt of said ccuhty, on
u itin g s a n d
vercoatings
some to repeal, others to amend, and long-tried Government employe shall MONDAY,
the second day of MARCH, A. D.
For Men and Boys.
Staple DRY GOODS for Ladies.
HOSIERY and
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor still others to enact. Of course a have the preference over all others in 1885, at 10 o’clock, a. m., for confirmation, at
which time and place they may attend if they
GLOVES for all ages and sizes. BED BLANKETS at greatly Reduced
great many of these will never come the matter of official tenure, and I will think proper.
Prices. A Complete Stock of Fine, and Coarse,
Nov. 5—Boos.—¡-First and final account of
T hursday, F ebruary 5 , 1885.
out of committee, so out of this endeavor to show you how it works. 1884,Mary
Booz, ‘a dministratrix of estate of Henry
The
verv
much
missed
and
very
little
L ad ies’ and C hildren’s S h oes. B o o ts an d S h o es
mass of proposed legislation compara
Booz, late of the borough of North Wales,
looked for Captain Howgate, who es
deic’d.
For Men and Boys, in variety. RUBBER GOODS lower than ever and an Immense Stock
tively
little
will
go
on
the
statute
books.
W. A. R edding, E sq., member of the
caped from the Washington Bastile Nov. 8—McLaughlin.—First and final account of
to select from. HATS and CAPS. Always a full line of
Joseph E. Taggert, administrator of estate
Legislature from this county,will please New members as a general thing are with $400,000 of Government money in
of Isaac McLaughlin, late of Lower Merlon
“HI
township, idec’d.
accept our thanks for copies of the Leg disposed to over-legislatein their efforts his pockets, had had his accounts au
dited by a man who had served first Nov. 11—Nettles.—The first and final account of
to
perform
the
work
that
called
them
To
realize
the
Hardware,
Paints,
Oils,
In
variety.
Jacob R. Hunsicker, administrator of the
islative Record.
Canned Goods, Dried Fruit 6.
and last in the Government depart
estate of Jacob Nettles, late of Limerick
above facts you will call at the
together.
ments
more
than
thirty
years.
Yet
township, dec’d.
* ■
*
*
*
*
PROVIDE3STCE SQUARE STORE,
Howgate was able to pull the wool Nov. 12—Hartzell.—The first and final account of
Governor P attison vetoed the bill
Catharine Hartzell and H. B. Nase,executors
AND BE CONVINCED BY YOURS, VERY TRULY,
made
to
divide
over the eye of this veteran accountant,
An effort is being
passed by the Legislature to increase
of the estate of Isaac Hartzell, late of Upper
and
actually
compelled
him
to
force
into
Legislative
Salford township, dec’d.
the number of magistrates in Philadel Montgomery county
his balances to the prodigious amount Nov. 14—Ritchie.—The first and final account of
G. J. Mitchell, executor of the estate of Re
phia. Judging by the unity of oppo districts. I t is only a question of a few named. How the errors came to be
Ritchie, late of Moreland tw’p. dec’d.
sition to the bill on the part of the years when it will be imperative to do discovered in the accounts can only be Nov.becca
19—Koterts.—First account of William L.
so.
Whenever
a
county
reaches
100,000
Roberts, one of the executors of i estate of
conjectured by the adage that honest
Philadelphia papers we infer that Pat. Roberts, dec’d.
population the constitution requires it. people get their dues when rogues fall Nov.JaneP
tison did exactly the right thing.
36—Stout.—First and final account of
At this moment a prominent
Henry Stout, administrator of estate of An
I t may however be so divided before out.
na Stout, late of Whitemarsh tw’pi dec’d.
druggist in conjunction with a gang Of
A. D. F etterole, E sq., of this place, that time. It will be well for our people confederates are undergoing a trial Nov. 28—Fenstermacher.—First and final account
of Daniel G. Fenstermacher, executor of the
A CHA3ST033-z
a Transcribing Clerk in the House of to voice their sentiments on this matter. for the commission of frauds upon
estate of William H. Fenstermacher, late of
Republicans
are
divided
on
this
ques
Marlborough
township,
dec’d.
The
world is ever changing—from one season
the
Government
that
never
could
have
Representatives, is the writer of the
3— Trout—The first and final account of
been consummated if the accounting Dec.Daniel
tion,
as
to
whether
it
is
the
best
thing
to
another,
and all the while the people are
Trout* administrator of Henry S.
Harrisburg Notes published elsewhere.
officers had understood their duty.
Trout, late of Pottsgrove township, dee’d.
to
do
at
this
time.
changing
too
; from had to good, good to bad,
The Squire i 1 an intelligent observer
Here in a single instance are charges Dec. 6— Terkes—First and final account of Sam’l
*
* •
*
*
*
had
to
better,
or
from worse to worse still . But,
J.
Yerkes
and
Charles
W.
Heaton,
adminis
and we take pleasure in stating that
of items amounting to the large sum of
trators of Catharine Yerkes, late of Moreland
Thos.
J.
Stewart,
member
from
this
we must change the subject. You purchase
$70,000,
every
item
of
which
had
been
our readers may expect interesting and
township, dec’d.
w
store goods, now and then ? Certainly, you do 1
11—Moyer—The final account of Abraham
accurate information from the Capitol, county, is one bf the caucus committee duplicated and paid twice by the Gov Dec.Sorver,
trustee of Mary Moyer, late ,of Hat
Well, the best quality of goods and the lowest
of fifteen on apportioment. To this com ernment. Was there ever a private in
field township, dec’d.
now and then.
prices can he had at G. F. Hunsieker’s Store.
mittee is delegated the task of shaping dividual, company or corporation, that Dec. 17—Shoemaker, minor—Final account of
Full stock of Fall and Winter Goods on hand.
Comley Wood, guardian of Walter A. Shoe
could
ever
be
imposed
upon
in
this
proper bills, which the Republicans will
minor child of S. LukensShoemaker.
A good, wide, all-wool, black Cashmere at 50 cts.
way ? And there were the Star-routers, Dec.maker,
R ossa, the Irish agitator, blather
17—Shoemaker—Account of S. Lukens
stand by. This committee will receive who went on from 3’ear to year until
It is strictly all wool and cannot he beaten in the
Shoemaker
and
Comely
Wood,
administra
skite, and an advocate of dynamite
county. Dress Goods, 6 cents up. Ladies’ and
and heal all complaints, etc., on this their pilferings went into the millions,
tors of Martha B. Shoemaker, late of More
methods, was shot on one of the streets
Children’s Shoes in large assortment, very cheap.
township, dee’d.
matter. Stewart is the right man and with more than a hundred experienced Dee.land
30—Allebach—The second and final account
Freed’s celebrated Men’s Boots. Come and see
of New York city, by a woman named
Civil
Service
Government
accountants
of David M. Allebach, Henry V. AUebach,
Montgomery county will not get left in
our floor oil-cloth—good stock on hand. Hose
Benjamin V. Allebach,and Joseph V. Allebach
vainly attempting to get track of them!
Mrs. Dudley—an enthusiast and a vic
the deal, so far as the Republicans are
for men, women and children at greatly reduced
exechtors of Jacob Allebach, late of Lower
The recklessness of newspaper scrib
tim of the agitati ;n upon which Rossa
Bed
Salford township, dec’d.
prices. Men’s red underwear, cheap.
concerned.
blers
who
are
desirous
of
getting
in
Dec. 23—Sharpe—The first and final account of
A nice
has thrived for some time. Crime be
Blankets,
excellent
quality,
low
prices,
*
*
*
*
*
Emma E. Sharpe, administratrix, C. T. A.of
their spite work upon some public man
line of stiff hats for fall and winter- our own
gets crime, evidently. Rossa’s wounds
Lewis W. Sharpe, dec’d, late of Montgomery
The
Montgomery
count
3T members whom the3' are not able to use has
make. Everything kept-in a thoroughly stocked
are not considered dangerous.
been manifested on more than one oc Dec,township.
26—fflbore—The first and final account of
store at bottom prices. We want to merit your
are all active men both on the floor of casion recently by the senseless and
Algernon S. Jenkins,executor of Maria Moore
continued patronage by giving you the full
late of Gwynedd township dec’d.
of the House and also in committees. altogether false attacks made by the
worth of your money every time. We want
G eneral F itz J ohn P orter makes
Dec. 29—Leister—The first and final account of
Much of the work is done in commit Washington correspondent of the New
John G. Egolf, executor of Lavina Leister,
to make quick sales and small profits, and we
another appeal for relief from the re
late of Lower Salford township, dec’d.
tees and many Representatives whose York World upon Senator Plumb- The
want to “ live and let live,” no matter who is
Dec. 31—Taylor—Second and final account of
proach under which he b a a struggled
President of the United States.
names do not often appear as taking an last of these tirades upon that Sanator
Jacob U. Brunner,‘executor of David Taylor
accuses him, in conjunction with other
for more than twenty years. He asks
of Worcester township, dec’d.
active part in debates are nevertheless prominent men, of being largely inter 1885,late
J a n . 1—Hewctt—An account of the admin
G. F. HUNSICKER,
that the President shall exercise his
istration of Cha*. Hewett,adm’r of Emily C .
useful in committees.
ested in th Indian leases of lands in the
power to restore him to the army by
of Cheltenham township, dec’d.
Ironbridge P, O. R ahn Station, P a.
Oklahoma country. The fact of the Jan.Hewett,late
3—Allabough, minor—Final account of
nominating him to the Senate or referr
James A . Morgan, guardian of David Alla
R ev. J. P. Miller , a Methodist cler business is that not one acre of the
bough .
»
ing his case to Congress again in a spe
Oklahoma country is, or ever has been,
Jan . 7—Nagel, minor—The account of Stephen
gyman
of
Conshohocken,
has
assumed
leased
to
anybody,
and
so
far
from
cial message. We hope Porter will
Feglev, guardian of ¿Edwin S . Nagel.
task of no mean proportions. Some Senator Plumb’s complicity in any J a n . 9— foder—First ahd final account of Isaac
succeed this time.
S. Borneman, administrator of Sarah Yoder,
time ago he aimed a shaft at the ska such leases, we have on the other hand
late of Franconia, dec’d.
ting rinks. Several newspapers and the record proof that- Mr. Plumb, as J a n . 9—Feather—The first and final account of
A bill has been presented to the
the
chairman
of
the
Committee
on
Pub
Hiram B. Feather, adm’r of Jacob Feather,
correspondents, notably the Recorder
late of New Hanover township, dec’d.
lic Lands in the Senate, has been the
Legislature at Harrisburg which pro
of Conshohocken, and the Times and first to demand the action of Congress J a n . 13—Cassel—'■The first and final account of
Alice R. Cassel, administratrix of Abraham
vides for a bureau of forestry, with a
Herald of Norristown, disputed the to punish the frauds that are being
P . Cassel, late of Worcester township,dec’d.
chief at a salary of $2000, with author
first and final account
everend gentleman’s arguments. The committed against the public land laws. J a n .of13—Hallman—The
Samuel H . Hallman, adm’r of Abraham
ity to appoint a'marshal and ten dep
However,
these
puerile
attacks
upon
R. Hallman, late of Upper Providence town
preachers, dear preachers, the most of
uty marshals in every county with per
public men are habits that become
dec’d .
.
them at least, can’t stand a great deal formed by such correspondents as this J a n .ship,
14—Smith—First and final account of J . S .
diem wages of $1.50, for the ostensible
Christman
and
Lydia Smith, executors of
of foreign friction or worldly criticism, one, who go off into deserved oblivion
Aaron Smith, late of Pottstown, dec’d.
purpose of extinguishing forest fires.
and Mr. Miller appears to be no excep at the close of every Congress, while Jan . 14_Erb, minor—The final account of Jon
Well, there are several niggers in that
Kehl, guardian of Annie E . Erb .
tion to the rule. As a consequence hu their victims remain to admit ahd in Jan .athan
16—Herbert, formerly Chadwick, minor—
CuUbert’s Ague Pills will Cure your Malaria.
wood pile.
the attacks of other newspaper
Account of Walter W.JHood, guardian of
manity is presented with an interesting vite
vnlt-iu-o«
SpOT.
a
n
i
l
a
l
l
o
t
h
e
r
g
o
o
d
s
a
t
Culbert’s Liver Pills will Cure your Billiousness, and Constipation,
?---«- — -""id*J r - --- 1--- 1 —©-j
Jan. 19— Chadwick.—Account of William Ring,
t h e election or to w u s u ip u m ^ i s
administrator of Lucy E. Chadwick, late of
cause the press failed to size itself up
I ^ F ’CULBERT’S DIARRHOEA M IXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea and
A
Suit
for
Dam
ages.
an important work. It seems to 11s
Lower Merion township, dec’d.
to the importance and righteousness of
Jan. 19.—Chadwick.—Account of William Ring,
Dysentery.
Patent Medicines of all kinds always on hand.
that frequently not sufficient notice is
From the New York Sun.
administrator of Samuel Chadwick, late of
his opinions in reference to the roller
Lower
Merion
township,
dec’d.
taken of the responsibility resting upon
“I understand that Smith has called Jan 19— Cray.—The account of Charles Shay,
skating rinks. Mr. Miller undertakes you a thief and a rascal ?”
home affairs. Indirectly home govern
trustee of Sarah Gray under the last will and
to wipe out the wicked ideas promulga
“Yes, s ir ; and I propose to sue him
testament of Margaret Shay and Mary Shay,
ment shapes national government, and
dec’d.
ted by the newspapers, and in the for $5,000 damages.”
19—Sennet.—The account of Charles Shay,
if the offices of a township or borough
“ He claims he can substantiate the Jan. trustee
furtherance of his extensive project, we
of Harriet Bennet, under the last
are not conducted properly what can we
will and testament of Margaret Shay.
are sorry to say, he makes use of lan truth of what he has said.”
OR SALE !
19—Noreross.—'The account of Chas. Shay,
reasonably expect of the large and ex
“That’s the beauty of it, my dear Jan.trustee
r ~
F
of Mary Ann Noreross under the last
guage more forcible than elegant, more fellow. The greater the truth, the
tended system of national affairs. See
will and testament of Margaret Shay, dec’d.
Brick Dwelling-House and Saddle Shop In
vehement than righteous. In turn the greater the libel. I ’ve got the dead Jan. 20—Kriebel, minor.—The final account of
Graters Ford, Pa. Will be sold at a bargain, and
that good men are elected for township
George Snyder, guardian of George W. Krie
on easy terms. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF.
Recorder and Times gave Mr. Miller wood on him.”
bel, minor child of Andrew A. Kriebel.
officers. P ut aside inferior timber.
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer,
Hail Columbia, set to quick music. The
Jan. 20—Heydriek, minor.—The final account of
Collegeville, Pa
“l e r e W e a re A g a i n ! ”
Abraham H. Kriebel, guardian of Daniel K.
Interesting
Paragraphs.
more the Rev. Miller discussed the
Heydriek, minor child of Samuel Heydriek.
The national debt statement for Jan angrier he became, and from the pulpit
OR RENT,
I t is said that the originator of the Jan. 20—Mathews.—The first and final account of
Abraham S. Hallman, administrator of the
F
uary shows a reduction.
For the he hurled stinging anathemas at the Concord grape has raised over 20,000
estate of Michael Mathews, late of the bor
seven months of the fiscal year the Recorder and several other papers. He seedlings in the past thirty-five years
Large House, with 11 rooms, in Collegeville.
ough of Norristown, dec’d.
For further particulars apply to
without
finding
his
ideal
grape,and
only
Jan.
21—Long, minor.—Account of H. W. Kratz,
debt has been brought down nearly continues his warfare against the wick
A. D. FETTEROLF.
guardian of Jacob S. Long, one of the minor
Ju st received a Very Large Stock of
$14,000,000, while if maintained at the edness of his antagonists in the Con twenty-one had desirable qualities.
children of Solomon Long, late of the bor
Cure G uaranteed !
of Norristown.
A prohibitory law is tersely charac Jan.ough
same rate for the full year, would make shohocken Telegraph,an impotent sheet
[by DR. J. B. MAYER, the
21—Leidy .—Account ot Jacob Bachman and
terized by a Philadelphia opponent as
Joel R. Leidy,executors 01 the estate of John
successful specialist. E ase at once. No opera.
the total reduction for June 30, next
priuted in Philadelphia. The Rev. Mr. “an attempt to protect drunkards
Leidy, late of Hatfield, dec’d.
tion or delay from business. Tested by huuun ds
about $70,000,000.
The amount of Miller lost his balance when the news against themselves at the expense of Jan. 22—Nagel .—First and final account of Jon
o f cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
athan J. Morrison, executor of Hannah Na
By keeping The HARDEN HAND
au21-ly.
831 A rch Str e e t , Philadelphia
money available for debt reduction in papers contradicted his opinions, and it sober people.”
gel, late of Abington township, dec’d.
Jan. 22—Johnson.—The first and final account of GRENADE Fire Extinguisher in ev
the next few months will probably not is rather difficult to tell just now who
A lady whose husband had contract
Daniel E. Houpt, administrator of Maria ery House, Barn or Factory, any child
M A G N E T IC CURE !
be very great.
Johnson, late of Norristown, dec’d.
can put out a fire simply by throwing
is most responsible for evil effects,Rev. ed a club fever hit upon a brilliant
Jan. 23—Fisher.—The account of A. J. Fisher, a Grenade into the flames,—same as HE3F"Clothing made to order. Fits guaranteed. Dr. HILL is the first man to discover the philo
Mr. Miller or the skating rinks. We scheme recently. She procured a partly
sophical principle that all nervous pains, aches,
administrator of Margaret Fisher, late of
the undersigned exhibited at the Mont
and debility should be treated directly from the
I t appears that the representation 'of kindly advise the Conshohocken cler worn gentleman’s glove and left it on
Springfield township, dec’d.
-----In Ladies and Childrens’----“ brain battery,” from whence emanate all ner
26- Crowley.-First and final account of Henry gomery Almshouse, on January 5th,
Pennsylvania at the New Orleans Exhi gyman to cool his head,let the naughty the parlor sofa when she retired, after Jan. M.
vous force and will power. All other forms oí
Tracy,administrator of the estate of Ellen
abwhichwas
witnessed,
by
nearly
100
'
sitting up until 12 o’clock for her
treatm ent for nervous disorders are failures.
Crowley, late of the borough of Conshohock
bition has been mismanaged, and that newspapers alone, and endeavor to take sent lord. He does not go out in the
Every person who suffers from nervousness knows
people,
all
of
whom
can
testify
to
their
en, dec’d.
this, and that medicines only palliate, but never
the Keystone State is very much be a philosophical view of passing events ev.enings now.
j an. 26_Seipt.—First and final account of Abra value.
Anyone desiring any further
We have a larger stock than ever. Ladies’ cure. These appliances are magnetic, and differ 1
ham B. Seipt,administrator of Araham Seipt,
hind with her exhibits. The House
information
will
please
address
from all others on the market which aré electric.
la of‘Worcester
..f w^KipsUr township,
t.ownshin. dec’d.
CLOTH in plains and plaids. Flannels for
Sr., late
now and hereafter.
“Josh Billings,” whose real name is
Magnetism is the life of man. Their curative
Suitings—plain and plaid. Ginghams,
27—Hackman.—First and final account of
R. SCIIEETZ, Norristown, Pa.
Representatives recently refused to ap
Henry W. Shaw, has furnished one Jan.Joseph
qualities are wonderful in all nervous complaints.
Calicoes,
Muslins,
Canton
Flannels,
F. Hackman and Samuel F. HackAgent
for
Montgomery
county.
propriate ten thousand dollars for the OUR W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R . New York publication a half column of
The Roman, physicians practiced magnetic treat
Medicated Flannel, Table Linen,
man, adm’rs of the estate of Henry C. Hackment 1000 years ago in nervous diseases. But
Towels, &c. Our stock of
late of Franconia township, dee’d.
miscellaneous contributions every week Jan. man,
purpose of securing prominence for the
did not treat from th« “ brain battery.” Dr.HILL
27—Bradford, minor.—First and final ac
W
ashington
,
D.
C.,
Feb.
26,1885
for
the
last
nineteen
years.
He
is
now
has made this great discovery, the only sure cure
State at New Orleans. A want of con
count of Franklin March, guardian of Oliver
for nervous Headaches, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Bradford, minor child of Henry Bradford.
67
years
old,
and
has
lately
given
up
At
a
low
estimate
the
Capitol
at
fidence in thoss who would spend the
Liver and Kidney Complaints, Paralysis, Gout
28-r-Jfse/i.—The first income account of
house-keeping and taken rooms at the Jan .Theo.
Washington
has
cost
first
and
last
$20,Spinal weakness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Cold
E. Meeh, surviving executor and trus
money was the apparent cause of the
is
complete
with
the
latest
styles.
We
never
Limbs and Feet,and General Debility,Miraculous
000,000 , and yet there is not a fire Windsor Hotel, New York.
tee under the last will and testament of
had
as
large
an
assortment
for
Men
and
Boys.
cures
noted every day. The Magnetic Brush lifts
defeat of the bill.
Christian Meeh, late of Norristown, dec’d.
proof room in the huge building from
Immense stock of BOOTS and SHOES.
nails, and the only article of the kind invented.
In all Europe there is but one prison Jan. 28— Yoder.—'The account of William E. Yo
cellar to garret. A few years ago, and in which the S3'stem of absolute isola
I t is the greatest curative agent known and used
der, administrator of Anna Yoder, late of
Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear, in a “ brush bath” imparts tone replenishes the
T he Telephone has grown to be an in open day, a fire broke out in the tion is still maintained, and it is not in
Douglass township, dee’d.
debilitated system, and creates warmth. In chron
29—Slifer.—Filial account of Charles C.
unusually successful business enter Congressional Library and destro 3’ed the country which supported the Bas Jan. Sliler,
Ladies’ Collars, Fichus, Laces, TrimiSlugs, etc., ic cases our Magnetic Bands, Belts and Pads
executor and trustee under the will of
its
entire
contents,
comprising
books,
Jewelry,
consisting
of
watch
chains,
scarf
pins,
should be used. The brushes are warrented to
Abraham Slifer,late of Springfield township,
prise. The Bell Telephone Company
or that protected the Inquisition,
breast pins, finger rings, cuff pins, etc.
do the work, or the money refunded. Send for
maps and charts that could never be tile
dec’d.
circular and testimonials. By glvingdescription
of Philadelphia paid last year dividends replaced, because there were no appli either,but in highly civilized and Chris Jan. 29—Lennen.—The account ofGeorge W. H.
Wood
and
Willow
ware,
Floor
and
Table
Oil
of nervous trouble, we will give advice and di
Thomas, administrator of the estate of An
of $228,600 on a Capital of $560,000, a ances at hand with which to extinguish tianized Belgium. I t is the Maison
Cloths,
Hardware,
Qneensware
and
Earthen
rections how to use our appliances.
FILL
drew Lennen, late of Upper Merion town
Céntrale,
at
Louvain,
and
has
600
in
ware,
Decorated
Tea
and
Chamber
Setts.
MEDICAL MAGNETIC APPLIANCE COM
profit of 41 per cent. This enormous the flames. This lesson, entailing a mates, every one of whom is as much
ship, dec’d.
d
Buck
Thorn
wire
for
fencing.
PANY,
Lock
Box
55,
Washington,
D.
C.
29_Kchr.—The final account of Charles H.
Oils, Paints and Varnish. Large stock oi
profit was made on a business of $389,- loss of some forty thousand of the best isolated from the world as though he Jan. Kehr,
administrator of the estate of Freder
books obtainable, should have prompted were alone upon one of the rocky islands
Wall Paper. Full line of
ick
Kehr,late of Whitemarsh township,dec’d.
677, carried on with an actual invest Congress to furnish some fire-proof
Send six cents for postage, and re
Jan. 29— Gerhart.—First and final account of
A PRIZE*ceive free, a costly box of goods
ment for the construction of lines of structure for its library, its records and of the Atlantic.
Jesse N. Gerhart, executor of Michael Ger
which will help all, of either sex, to more money
late of Upper Salford township, dec’d.
and the Best-, and everything that is needed in a right away than anything else in this world. Foronly $403,630. This showing throws the valuable historical and statistical
The boundaries of the region known Jan hart,
30—Shaffer.—The first and final account of
country store. Come one and all and examine tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At.
anna M. Shaffer and Wm. D. Livzey, admin
away in the shade bridge, street-car, archives that are now scattered about as the West have been perpetually shift
bur Goods before purchasing elsewhere.
once address T ru e & Co., Augusta, Maine.
istrators of the estate of Jonathan Shaffer,
and all other monopolies of which we in forty different tindor boxes through ing! Within the lifetime of old folks
late
of
Upper
Dublin
township,
dec’d.
out the city. The other day a citizen it commenced along the foot hills of Jan. 30— Greensill—First and final account of
have any knowledge.
from the country visiting the dome of the Alleghanies. A few years later
Elizabeth Greensill, administrator C. T. A.
of the estate of Edward Greensill, late- of
the Capitol looked over the railing and the limit stood for a while on the banks
TRAPPE, PA.
township, dec’d.
A disastrous railroad accident oc saw flames bursting through the roof of the Mississippi. Today the bound Jan.Whitemarsh
80—Sliver—The first and final account of
■popular W e e k l y newspaper
T h e i f i i 't
curred between New York city and directly over the House of Representa ary lies on the bluffs oí the Missouri,
Samuel R. Lenhart, administrator of the es
fotea-to-sciexTCBT^echanics,
engineering, drso f devoted
to scie;1
LIST
OF
tate of Toman SliverJ late of Moreland town
pRICE
tives,
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as
that
body
was
assembling
in
the
neighborhood
of
Kansas
City.
L
inventions
and
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aten ts ever published, JEverr <
coveries.
ififiifif
‘
Philadelphia last Friday morning.
______
dec’d.
numberI illustrated w ith splendid en gravings ThiJ
for its daily session. Before the afore Beyond that point lies the region of Jan.ship,
publication, furnishes a m ost valuable en ^ c lo p e a ia o f
30—Hagey—The firit and final account of
An express train on the Bound Brook said citizen could give an alarm, and
^information -which n o parson-shou ld b e w ithout. In e
tradition, prophecy, adventure, dis-.
Jesse W. Freas, adm’r, d . t . a . of the estate
popularity of th e S c i e n t i f i c A merican is such thau
P
h
ila
d
elp
h
ia
P
ap
ers:
its circulation nearly equals th a t of all oth er papers of
Road was running at full speed on the before thethirty able-bodied Capitol po covery, enterprise, heroism—the West.
of Jacob Hagey, late of Wliitemarfh town
its class combined. Price, £3.20 ayearv D isconnt to
ship, dee’d.
I
Clubs. Sold by all newsdealers. M U N N & UO.t iruDoutskirts of Jersey City, when a wheel licemen could get a bucket of water to
DAILY :
3i _Derr.—First!and final acount of James
lish ers. No. 361 Broadway, N. Y.,
talent is kept fully abreast j an _M.
Munn & Co. have also
Hoffman, Janes Shannon and Charles
of one of the forward coaches broke, the scene of destruction, the fire had of Literary
had T h ir t y - S e v e n
50 cents.
Inquirer, per month,
roller skating progress at Brunswick
Y e a r s * practicei be
Green exe’rs, e tc .io f Sarah S. Derr, late of
made
sad
havoc
with
the
walls
and
50 “
Ledger, “
“
fore th e Patent Officr
causing those which followed to leave
the
borough
of
Norristown,
dec’d
.
Ga.,
where
one
of
the
papers
prints
25 “
Veiling of the room in which it origi
North
American,
per
month,
nrd
iH
the track. The derailed cars crushed nated, and in which were stored the “ rink personals” like these: “ Miss Jan . 31—Crawford— First and final account of
50 “
d red ;
Press, per month,
Jos. C. Crawford nd ElizaB Crawford,ad
25 "
Dmitries! eCave»ts7 Trade-MMks, QopyRecord, “
“
into a coal train standing on a siding, valuable records of the first Congress Julia Futch glided around the hall like
m’rs of the estate >f William H . Crawford,
_lrights, A ssignm ents, and a ll other papers
50 “
Times,
[for securing to inventors th eir righ ts in th e
late
of
Lower
Meri
>n
township,
dec’d
.
a
sunbeam
playing
upon
the
crests
of
upsetting the coal cars and completely of the United States, and those per
Weekly Press, §1 per year. Orders taken for all
u " « d S ilte f, Canada. K n g la n f Franc®,
31—Homer—Thepecount of James Keisel
Germ a r.y ard ¿th er foreign countries, prepared
the sparkling waves. Mrs. Mclver is Jan .and
Philadelphia and New York papers, magazines,
Morris E. Holier, adm’rs of the estate
wrecking the coaches. Only a miracle taining to the Congresses from 1790 to quite at home on the rollers, and
a
t short n otice and on reasonable ten n s.
Fashion monthlies and quarterlies, comic papers,
Inform ation as to obtaining patents cheerfully
of Jesse Homer, late of Upper Dublin tdwngiven w ith out charge. Hand-Books of inform a
dec. Now is the time to hand in your orders.
saved the lives of the eiglity-two pas 1800. Had this fire broken out in the skates as smoothly as the swan glides
ship, dec’d .
1
tion sen t free. P aten ts obtained through Munn
night-time, it is just possible that no
■ O A Co. ere noticed in th e Scientific American faee.
31_Augusta—Thufirst and final account of
sengers on the train. Thirty-two are vestige of the nation’s Capitol would over the passive waters. Miss Mary Jan .Martha
The advantage of such notice is w ell understood by all
I . Augusta and John Williams, ad
Henry
Yost,
Newsdealer,
nersoas who wish to dispose of th eir patent s . ___
1
Stacy
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around
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like
a
known to have sustained injuries, and remain at this moment.
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The theory of a Civil Service reform light-winged dove on some heavenly
two of them will it is thought die. The
J , RQJ5É1 TS RAMBO. Register.
mission,”
is
exceptionally
admirable
for
campaign
whole train was completely wrecked.
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IF IN E GROCERIES,
JOSEPH

Please Visit
R. SCHEETZ S
Fancy Ware & Lamp
Room, on second floor
Cor. Main and Cherry
Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
where you can buy a
Fine Parlor Lamp for
85 cents, and a Swing
ing Lamp for $2, or
any other kind of lamp
at rock bottom prices,
as well as Sugar at 5,
5i, 6, and 6 i cents for
Granulated. C offee15, 18, and best 21 cts
per lb. Good Prunes
4 lbs. for 25 cts. Figs
3 pounds for 25 cents,

GO TO THE

^COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,- is

For Pure Drugs and Spices !

equally as low prices,
Molasses from 25 to
55 cents per gallon.

No More Large Fires!

O. GOTWALS.

11, t t l l l l i ,

RUPTURE
(M s, Casslwes, M inis, for
anil Boys’ wet.-tlifi latest
:::
Soieltits!
:::
- D R E SS GOODS, -

-H A T S ----

G ROCERIES,

Beaver &Shellenberger,

ATEMTS.

Providence Independent,
T hursday, F ebruary 5 / 1885.
TERMS:—¥1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.

L ecture.
not injured. The remnant of the skip
per was utilized, so Sammy says, the
The Zwinglian Literary Society of
following night as a “coaster” by the Ursinns College, Collegeville, Pa., has
boys.
engaged Eli Perkins to deliver a lecture
|— A correspondent sa y s:— “ Our on “ The Philosophy of Wit and Hu
friend Dr. Shrawder, having dropped mor,” in the College Chapel, on Wed
his pills, potions, patents and pens, has nesday evening, February 18th, 1885.
now decided to commence farming Mr. Perkins is one of the most enter
and will act as overseer for his taining lecturers of the day and the
father on two large farms in Lower most successful humorist.of the land.
Providence.” We wish the Doctor un He demolishes the arguments of the
infidel with the keen shafts of ridicule,
bounded success.
furnishes useful entertainment, stimu
—Two teams collided, nearly oppo lates thought and awakens noble,manly
site the Beard House, this place, last impulses. He is always on the side of
Friday night. One of the teams was morality and religion and comes highly
manned by Mr. James Bean, of Mingo. recommended by clergymen of all
A few dollars damage was the result of denominations. Persons desiring re
the collision. David not King David, served seat tickets can secure them^
held the lantern while repairs were by addressing J. W. Meminger,College
made.
ville, Pa.

From Our Trappe Correspondent.
An entertainment was given by the
pupils of .Bechtel’s Sehooj, on Friday
afternoop last. The program consisted
of readings, declarnations etc. They
spent the afternoon‘quite pleasantly.
The little snow we had last week was
nearly blown into t)he roads, drifting
them considerably afe some places, and
making travel on them quite difficult.
The man who had charge of Trinleys
coal teams, while delivering coal last
week near this place, became fast in. the
drifted roads, but having a good pair
of mules he succeeded at last in getting
through.
The Lyceum connected with the
Lutheran Church held quite an interest
ing meeting on Thursday evening last.
The exercises consisted mainly of
music, readings’s recitations etc. The
music for the evening was furnished by
the orchestra from Ironbridge, under
supervision of Prof. Hauck, the blind
musician. The orchestra being as yet
ih its infancy, having appeared but a
few times before the public, their efforts
were appreciated by all present, being
far superior to their expectations. All
the performers acted their parts well.
The following programme was rendered:
Music, Instrumental—by orchestra ;
Essay—A midwinter’s trip—D.L.Ram
bo ; Recitation-—A Lesson for Mamma
—Irene Wagner ; Recitation—sitting
for a picture—Marne Wanner; Music—
Come Unto me—Eva Leveugood and
Lizzie Frederick; Reading— Mary’s
Trouble—Miss Allebaugh; Music—In
strumental—orchestra; Reciation-—Un
cle Jack and his melons—Nora Shuler;
Music—The day is done—D.L.Rambo ;
Select. Reading—A model Sermon—
Miss Lena Shuler ; music—Instrumen
tal—orchestra.

will be established here. And then the
next step will be a “West-end High
School.”
F. G. Hobson, Esq., your townsman
and representative of the Montgomeiy
countj7 bar, launched forth a new en
terprise last Saturday. I t is a journal
called the Montgomery County Law Re
porter and will be issued every Satur
day by Mr. Hobson as editor and pub
lisher. The Reporter is intended to
suoply the members of the bar and
business men generally with correct in
formation of the proceedings of our
courts, and to give all a paper in which
they can always find the legal notices.

B ^ T H E BEST ROLLER FLOUR IS

-Silver Spray !Sold by Yours Truly,

F. W . WETHERILL.

This paper has a larger circulation
p O R SALE.
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
A Small Farm, containing 17 Acres, situate
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks
near Collegeville, Pa. Good House and su b 
stantial Barn. The land is in a high state of
among the most desirable papers, having
“ The Greatest Core on Earth for Pain.” w ill
cultivation. Abundance of fruit of every va
relieve more quickly than any other known remriety. Also running water on premises. Will
a large and steadily increasing circula
n
edy: Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Swellings, Stiff Neck, Bruises,
be sold low. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Lumbaion in various localities throughout the
|g o , Pleurisy, Sores, Frost-bites,
Real Estate Agent, Collegeville, Pa.
Backache, Quinsy, Sore Throat,
county. ISciatica, wounds, Headache,
L ee .
Toothache, Sprains, etc. Price
v- | bottle. Sold by all
INSTATE NOTICE.
Tt is the aim o f the editor and pub
— n im rr— rr— *>«»——. Caution.—The genuine Salvation Oil bears our
tp r
registered Trade-Mark, and our
lisher to make the HIndependent" one o f
Recent excavations at Worms, Ger
fao-simile signature. A. C. Meyer & Co., Sole
Estate of Andrew Heyser, late of Perkiomen
Proprietors, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.
many, brought to light about 1,300
the best local and general newspapers
Montgomery County, deceased. Letters of Ad
feet
of
Roman
pavement
and
a
large
ministration
on the above Estate having been
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup will cure your
granted to the undersigned, all ptrsons indebted
number of objects of great interest, in
Cough at once. Price only 25 Cts. a bottle.
to said Estate are requested to make immediate
this end we invite correspondence from
cluding some which afford a hint to
The farm of Joseph Shupe, deceased,
A T hreshing Contest.
payment, and those having legal claims to preevery section.
manufacturers,
namely,
pieces
for
play
sent the same without delay to
Limerick township, containing 44 acres
P
U
B
L
IC
S
A
L
B
SAMUEL C. HTSER, Eaglevillc, P. O.
A
threshing
and
cleaning
contest
was
ing a game such as draughts, made of
and 58 perches, was sold at public sale
ENOS H. DETWILER, Iron Bridge,P.O.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
glass.
OF
last Thursday to Isaac Wanner for $3,- engaged in on Peter C. Houck’s farm,
Administrators.
Norriton
township,
this
county,
on
We publish the following schedule gratuitously 710.
There
are
ih
America
at
the
present
Tuesday. The Empire Thresher and
for the convenience of our readers.
time 30,000 locomotives. To keep up Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, USTATE NOTICE.
Cleaner manufactured by.Messinger &
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
Henry Solomon, the old,toll collector Son, Stockerton, Pa., and the Dwarf
the standard and supply new demands FEB., 9, 1885, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
follows :
ONE CAR
of the Perkioraen and Reading Turn Thresher and Cleaner, manufactured
1200 must be built each year. Loco
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
Estate of John Carroll, late of Lower Provi
Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
motives cost on an average $ 10,000 _____ from York county. Good judgm ent wat- dence township, Montgomery county, Pa., dec’d.
Milk...............................
6.47 a. m. pike Company at the gate at Limerick by M. 0. Roberts this place, were
Letters of administration on the above estate
Accommodation............................................8.07 a.m. Square has resigned, and his place will thoroughly tested in the presence of
each, which would indicate an expen exercised in the selection of this stock, and i having
been granted to the undersigned, all
M a r k e t . .................. > .......................1.25 p. m. be filled by Mr. John Ash after the 1st
will
be
to
the
interest
of
purchasers
to
attend
diture of $ 12,000,000 this year.
persons indebted to said estate are requested to
A. Crawford, N. Crawford, S. F. JarAccomodation................................
4.42 p. m.
sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, p. m.
of
April
next.
make immediate payment, and those having
There are sixteen locomotive works in Conditions bv
ret, J. Kulp, W. Plush, S. M. Plush,
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.
H. H. ALLEBACH
legal claims against the same, will present them
the United States, among whom this- J - G. Fetterolf, auct.
J. K. Bean, H. Shearer, G. W. Funk,
M a i l.............A ............
7.17 a. m.
without delay in proper order for settlement to
work and money will be more or less
Accomodation...............................................9.14 a.m. For some time a report has been cir J. Cassel, M. Cassel, C. Whitby, J.
LAURENCE E. CORSON,
M a rk e t......................
...3.13 p. m.
Lower Providence, near Areola Station,
evenly distributed.
P U B L IC S A L E OF
Accommodation........................................... 6.41 p.m. culated that the Baldwin Locomotive Morgan, W. Custer, and George RitP. O. Address, Collegeville,
Company had purchased a large tract tenhouse. Both as to quality of work
or his Attorney, G e o . N. C o r s o n , ■
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Cocoanut planting in Florida is now
Norristown.
Milk............................................................... 6.56 a.m. of land near Perkiomen Junction, with and time, the chief tests, the Dwarf
F
R
E
S
H
C
O
W
S
I
in
progress
under
direction
of
E.
A.
Accomodation....................- .................. 4.59 p.,m. the intention of erecting shops and re Thresher and Cleaner scored a brilliant
Osborn, of Middletown, N. J., who
Will be sold at Publie Sale, on FRIDAY FEB
NORTH.
moving their business from Philadel victory. The trial of the Empire Ma
8, ’85, at Fredericks hot-el, Trappe, 2u
sent a vessel to South America for RUARY
Accommodation................
9.33 a. m.
phia.
A
representative
of
the
firm
says
ffig^ftf&head
of Fresh Cows. From Western Pennchine was made in 13 minutes, 19 inches
Milk..........................
.5.53 p. m.
135,000
plants
to
be
set
out
on
Biscavne
^
^
^
^
s
y
lv
a n ia , where the subscriber carefully
NOTICE.—The members of the Union Mutual
there is no truth in the story.
grade on power.
The trial of the
Island, Fla.,and who also sent via Key selected them. They are a good lot of cows and Fire and Storm 4Insurance Co; of Montgomery
Dwarf Machine was made in 9£ min
All communications, business or
West all the necessary men, houses, are just the kind to suit purchasers. Sale at 1 county, are hereby notified that a contribution
utes and 17 inches grade on power.
was levied on Dec. 1st, 1884, of One Dollar on
provisions, boats, mules, etc.
This o’clock. Conditions by W. C. FORESMAN.
The Cottage Kindergarten will hold
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
each One Thousand Dollars for which they are
The difference in efficiency of the
planting
willing
occupy
1500
acres
of
its
public
exercises
at
Fenton’s
hall
this
insured, and that Henry Fleck, Treasurer of
mails, to receive immediate attention,
The week of prayer held at the St.
two machines as manifested placed the
said Company, will attend at the Office of the
-( Thursday ) afternoon, - beginning Dwarf Thresher and Cleaner ahead by Luke’s Reformed church closed on land. The 100,000 cocoanut trees Mr.
P u b lic S a le o f
must be directed to Gollegeville, P. 0., promptly at 3 o’clock.
Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court
Osborn planted last Winter are grow
No admission one-third. This is the third test be Sunday evening last.
House, in the Borough of Norristown, from this
'
EXTRA
FINE
hereafter.
ing finely, and are from three to five
fee will be charged. All are cordially tween the Dwarf and Empire Machines,
date, December 26,1884, to receive said assess
ments. Extract of Charter, Section 6th.—“ Any
invited to be present. The committee and the third victory for the Dwarf.
Posters are up for an Entertainment feet high.
member failing to pay his or her Assessment or
to be held in Masonic Hall, this place
Hom e F lash es and S tray Sparks entertain the hope that no postpone Collegeville ahead 1
Tax
within 40 days after the above publication
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
ment will be necessary this time.
by John M. Stephen, February 12* ’85
forfeit and pay for such neglect double such
Salvation Oil is the greatest cure on JANUARY 30, ’85, at Frederick’s Hotel Trappe shall
F rom Abroad.
rates, and in case default is made 50 days after
They will consist o f Readings, Imper earth for pain. I t affords instant relief 20 head of Fresh Cows, From Berks and
expiration o f the 40 days aforesaid, such de
A Noted Elocutionist.
sonations etc. He comes well recom and speedy cure to all sufferers from Lebanon counties. They were carefullyJgnJsM the
The groundhog cast a sidelong glance
faulting member may be at the option o f the
The numerous friends of Mrs. Wm.
selected by the subscriber. They are a good lot Board
mended
by
Prof.
J.
W.
Shoemaker
and
of Managers, excluded from all benefits
Toward the Eastern sky,
rheumatism, neuralgia, headache, sore of cows, of good size, well shaped, fine baggers, under their
Prof. John M. Stephen, the justly
J. Thompson, Lower Providence, will
Policies, and yet be held liable for
He humped his back and curled his tail, be glad to learn of her recovery from famous elocutionist of Reading,Pa.,will many other eminent Elocutionists. We throat, pain in the baci/ side, and limbs and extra milkers. Also a lot of manure. all
past Taxes and Penalties.”
Persons send
trust
he
may
have
a
crowded
house.
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
And to his hole did hie.
ing money by mail must accompany it with
cuts, bruises, &c. Price twenty-five
a long and severe attack of sickness^ appear in Masonic Hall, Trappe, next
C.
U.
Bean,
clerk.
J.
S.
FREDERICK.
postage for return of a receipt.
“Alackaday, with woe I state,
Mrs. Thompson was confied to her bed Thursday evening, February 12. Prof.
Tuesday last was ground hog day, Cents a bottle.
HENRY FLECK, Treasurer.
For six weeks more I hibernate.”
for several months and suffered much Stephen is undoubtedly one of the fore he saw his shadow, if indeed he was
—Press. pain. Dr. M. Y. Weber was the faith most elocutionists of the country and able to get out of his hole, and now,ac
P U B L IC S A L E OF
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
M ARRIAG ES.
as
such
he
never
fails
to
delight
an
au
ful
and
successful
attending
physician.
cording
to
the
belief
of
older
people,
—And the ground hog saw his shadow!
dience. We copy the following from a we are in for six weeks more snow and
Jan 31, ’85, at the Lutheran Parsonage,Trappe,
A supposed fact that some people will
long list of endorsements':
by Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr. John Pflumer of FegWill be sold at Public Sale, on T h u r s d a y ,
cold weather.
imagine will have more or less to do
leysville,
and MIbb Rebecca Steinmetz of Limerick F e b r u a r y 5, 1885, at Reiff’s Hotel, Rahn Sta
Mr. John M. Stephen declaimed with
Mr. Abner Johnson, the capable
with the weather during the next six
both
of
Montgomery
County,
Pa.
tion,
20 Head of Fresh Cows.
The majority of
Harry Kramer, hired with Geo. W.
blacksmith at Forgedale, this’township, great fire and force, Spartacus to the
them are fresh, the balance springers.
weeks. Some people.
Pennypacker,
came
near
having
a
run
desires us to state that there is no truth Gladiators, by E. Kellogg.— Philada.
These cows cannot fail to give entire sat-jEjjju"
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY,
away on Monday last. He was on his
isfaction to purchasers, as the subscriber exer FEBRUARY 12, ’85 by the subscriber, on the
—A nomination meeting for the pur* whatever in the rumor published in this North America.
premises of Henry S. Walt, situated in Limerick
Mr. John M. Stephen has appeared way home from the mill, at Schwenks- TRAGffiDY. . M i i M M y S 8= ? tNT cised a great deal of care in selecting them. township,
pose of nominating two candidates for paper last week which associated his
one mile south of Limerick Square,
Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
school directors in this Independent name with the carriage stolen by Chas. for me on four different occasions to ville, with a 3 horse team, and when
and two miles north of Trappe, the following
AARON BERNTHEISLER.
near
Grater’s
Ford
the
horse
became
large
and
highly
delighted
audiences.
Personal
Property
:—3 HORSES. No. 1 is a bay
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
I.
H.
Johnson,
clerk.
School District will be held at Freder Wesler. He never owned the vehicle
Horse coming 6 years old, sound and all right,
We cheer His selections were greeted with up frightened at a passing freight train.
ick’s hotel, Trappe,on Friday evening, belonging to Mr. Tyson.
T R A P P E ,
works In all kind of harness; works on tread
roarious applause. I regard him as one They turned around and ran a short
fully make this correction.
February 13.
power and good lead-horse. No. 2 Is a sorrel
—ON—
of the best readers on the rostrum.—J. distance before he was able to check
mare coming 13 years old, works anywhere, and
is with foal. No. 8 Gray Horse Syears old,works
—Curtin Fetterolf, of New York,and
P. Harvey, Co. Supt., of Chester Co., them, but fortunately the wagon did not
anywhere, good driver; 10 COWS, some /¡¡¡¡S tef
upset in turning so short, or the result
The first College Conference of the Pa.
Horace Fetterolf, of Philadelphia,
in profit by day of sale. 4 Shoats. Farm -JyW W
no
doubt,
would
have
been
more
Pennsylvania
Y.
M.
C.
A.,
was
held
at
Prof. John M. Stephen appeared in
lng implements, farm wagon suitable fortSasSSL
worthy sons of Gideon Fetterolf, this
2 or 3 horses; Cart, broad tread, good as new ;
Lafayette College last Saturday and an extended programme of readings. It serious.
place, were in town on Sunday.
Express wagon, nearly new; Sulkey, three spring
Sunday. Ten of the colleges of Penn was a graceful break in the usual line
family carriage, nearly new; a Johnson reaper,
—The artesian well drillers, opera sylvania and New Jersey were repre of entertainment that was highly appre
Mrs. Maria M a d e le n a Seher, died
been run two seasons; and Johnson mower, been
A
M
ER
IC
A
’S
M
OST
V
E
R
S
A
T
IL
E
run two seasons; self-dumping horse rake,thresh
ting for M. 0. Roberts, are drilling an sented. Messrs. Stauffer, Phillips and ciated by the twelve hundred persons near Lansdale, last week, at the age of
er and cleaner, Empire make, cannot be beat ;
artesian well for Elias Fluck, this Murphy represented the Y. M. C. A. of present. Prof. Stephen read and gave 100 years and 3 months. She, with her
E L O C U T IO N IS T t
Feed cutter, Freed’s make; cutting box,hay hook
place.
Ursinus College.
recitations as he alone can give them. husband, came to this country from
rope and pulleys, new; 2 plows, harrows, one
-----— 4 THE ACKNOWLEDGED J.-------spring-toothed; Hench’s cultivator, planet Junior
His voice-was..in excellent trim and Germany about 50 years ago, and set
cultivator, roller, two sets of hay-ladders and
—John A. Gouldy, near Providence
be heard distinctly everywhere tled on the farm where she died. Her
fixtures, corn sheller, corn planter with fertilizer
The Democratic citizens of the upper could
Square, will sell his entire stock of
husband died in 1863, at the age of 85 “ PRINCE OF THE ROSTRUM I”
in
the
great
auditorium.
It
was
a
su
attachment, dung plank, four sets of heavy har
personal property at public sale next and lower districts of this township perb test of his powers as an elocution years. She always enjoyed good health
ness, express harness, collars, blind halters, head
—AWARDED THE—
will meet at the Beard House, this
halters, three sets fly straps, single and double
Wednesday, February 11.
and he came off winner with a and retained all her faculties unimpair
lines, one set of light double harness, all nearly
place, on Saturday evening, February ist
G O L D M E D A L 1
ed up to the time of her death. She
handsome
margin
to
spare.—Reading
new; timber cow and other chains, forks, rakes,
—Josiah Kulp,for a number of years 14, to nominate candidates for the va Times.
shovel», hoes, post spade and dung hook. 1200
was the mother of six children, two of At the Grand Elocutionary Contest, held at the
one of the efficient supervisors of this rious township .offices to be voted for
Bundles
of corn fodder, 5 milk cans, three thirty
whom are dead. The eldest surviving Academy of Music Philadelphia, June 14, 1881,
quart and two twenty quart cans. Ten Acres of
township, and who is at present inter on Tuesday February 17. Daniel Shu Correspondence.
son is 70 years,and the youngest daugh in the presence of 4000 people.
Grain in the Ground, eight acres of Wheat and
ested largely in timber land in Chester ler and Isaac Stearly are the commit
two acres of Rye. And many other articles not
ter is 58 years old. She celebrated the SPECIAL PRICES, - - - 35 and 25 cU.
Item s from Areola.
county, was in town on Monday and teemen.
mentioned. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock,when
*
tt
Extra heavy Canton Flannels
one-hundredth anniversary of her birth RESERVED SEATS, - - - - 35 cts.
conditions will be made known by
*
tt
paid this office a pleasant visit.
10
and
12
c.
Muslins
in
all
grades
Sold
at
Beaver
&
Shellenberger’s.
The “Old Driver’s Ice Co.,” whose on the 6th of October last.
ELIAS G. DETWILER.
*
tt
from 5 to 12 c. per yard. Rem
F. M. Evans, auct.
S. E. Daub, clerk.
*
*
The Senior Class of Ursinus Col ice house is located opposite Corson’s
nants, calicoes from 5 to 15 yds.
—We learn that A. Hunsicker, Jr.,
Jp
U
B
L
IC
SALE
OF
* . only 5 c. yd. An elegent all wool
tt
while perambulating in the vicinity of lege was given a grand reception Tues meadow, below Areola station, have a OUR N O R R IST O W N L E T T E R .
*
tt
black cashmere 57 c. worth 75.
Q R P H A N S ’ COURT SALE OF
*
tt
the frozen Perkiomep fell and painfully day evening at the residence of the large number of men engaged harvest
Beautiful pattern of Turkey Red
*
*
ing
a
splendid
crop
of
ice.
The
senior
N
orristown
,
Feb.
2,1885.
Yiee-President, by Mrs. Dr. Super.
table Linen only 45c. formerly 62c.
bruised one of his arms.
*
*
Large stock of comfortables from
The occasion was a very enjoyable one. partner of the firm, William F. Alex
*
tt
Some time ago I told you that before
$1.00 to $1.75. Pure Lambs wool
andria,
is
at
Barndtsville,
Pa.,
filling
a
Mrs.
Super
spared
no
pains
in
provid
*
—William Roberts of the Republi
tt
bed BLANKETS only $4.65 per
long
R.
L.
P.
Reifsnyder,
city
editor
of
*
tt
Pursuant to an order of the Orphans’ Court of
The subscriber, about to relinquish the farm
pair. Horse Blankets, from 75c.
can faith, residing at Trappe, is a can ing for the entertainment of her guests. large house they have there, while the the Register would be married. The
*
tt
Montgomery County, will be sold at Public Sale
business, will dispose of all his Personal
to $3. “ K nock’em down” quilting
didate for Assessor in this township. Time passed by unheeded and great genial Mr. Murphy takes sole charge of event took place at 6 o’clock last Thurs ing
*
tt
on
THURSDAY .FEBRUARY 5, ’85,on the prem
Property
at
Public
Sale,
at
his
residence
in
Wor
cotton best in the market only 16c.
*
Win. Roberts held a similar position in was the surprise when the College bell affairs on the Perkiomen.
*
ises, all that messuage and tract of land situate
cester Township about 1 mile east of Providence
lb. full weight. Ladies stylish felt
day
evening
at
the
residence
of
his
*
*
in Upper Providence township, Montgomery
on the road leading from Methatchen
skirts only 50c. satin quilted skirts
Lower Providence for a number of tolled the hour for retiring. Every
Mr. F. W. Wetherill, the popular bride, Miss Fallie Schmauss, and the Square,
tt only
tt
county, late the estate of Ann Kohl, dec’d, and
Meeting house to Markley’s Mill, on WEDNES
$1. Full line of Ladies and
one left, feeling that he had spent a
years.
tt
«
containing
2 acres and 130 Perches of land,more
11, 1885, as follows, to wit :
Gents underwear from 25c. up, all
pleasant evening, and very thankful to miller of Areola, has purchased a prop ceremony was performed by the Rev. DAY, FEBRUARY
tt
#
or
less. The Improvements are a 2 1-2 Story
3 HORSES, No. 1 is a bay horse, 11
wool red, medicated, reduced to
erty
at
Malvern,
Chester
county,
and
Isaac
Gibson,
rector
of
St.
John’s
P.
E.
—The entertainment of the Garfield Dr. and Mrs. Super for their kindness.
tt
*
Frame Dwelling HOUSE, 22x27 feet,
old, excellent draught or driving
Big drive in men’s seamless
will remove thereto about the first of Church. The bride was dressed in pink jH ^ J ^ h years
tt $1.25.
*
containing 4 rooms on the first floor, 4
Lyceum which was announced for Feb
o r s e . No. 2 is a dun Horse, 6 years old
half hose 2 pair for only 25c. ac
tt
*
rooms on the second floor, 2 rooms on
April. D. C. Whitworth will succeed surah en train, with.natural flowers as stylish, good worker and driver; No. 3,—Betty,
tually worth 20c.' per pair. Ladies
ruary 12, has been postponed until a
the third floor, cellar under the whole,
Mr. W. at the mill.
ornaments. Mr. Ellwood Wright acted a bay mare—pacer; can pace a mile inside of 3 ** all wool hose, in solid colors, on **
Stock Sales.
later date.
with
porch hack. Frame Stable, 16x14 feet,
ly 31c. per pair. Attractive lot of
minutes. She is clean limbed ; sound and gen
as best man. The happy, couple left tle
tt
stabling for S cows, hen house, pig sty, and all
*
Ladies and Gents all linen hand
in
every
respect.
These
horses
are
warranted
Joseph
G.
Decker
will
leave
the
Grif
Cows
sold
at
fair
prices
at
Allebach’s
—The next meeting of the Young
*
other necessary outbuildings. A well of water
*
the same evening for a tour South,with sound and gentlo and are fearless of locomotives.
kerchiefs with borders, from 10 to
*
near the door; young apple orchard and otherr
*
30c. Job lot of Fringed Huck
People’s Association of St. Luke’s Re sale last Monday afternoon. Another fith farm, in Lower Providence, which the intention of visiting Baltimore and 6 Shoats, 10 COWS, two of the Cows are fresh
J
e

*
fruit trees on the premises. The property is In
Towels, all linen, only 25c. per
he has occupied for sixteen years and* Washington and of returning by way and the balance fat; 30 pair of pure white leg
formed Church, Trappe, will be held on sale at the same place next Monday.
tt
*
a
high state of cultivation, and is situated In a
pair. Cloths and cassimeres in
remove to a farm of 120 acres in Schuyl of Harrisburg. The presents were horn chickens; 13 Guinea fowls, one pet lamb,
Tuesday evening, February 17. Spe
tt
*
beautiful
and healthy neighborhood, convenient
latest styles. Full assortment of
two-horse farm wagon, with bed and ladders ;
Rosenberger & Hallman jvill sell a kill township, Chester county.
*
tt
to schools, stores, churches and within
mile
Latest City styles in Stiff Hats.
cial arrangements are being made for lot of heavy fresh cows, at the resi
numerous, costly and useful. About three spring market wagon, nearly new—been
of Mingo Station on Phila. and Reading railroad
*
Great variety of HATS & CAPS.
used six months—with tongue and shaft;l double
an unusually interesting program.
forty
invited
guests
were
present.
bounded by Montgomery county Almshouse
Aaron Weikel, the newly elected Re
dence of Mr. Rosenberger, this (Thurs
carriage, double and single harness, col
farm and others. This is a very desirable propThe ice men are jubilant and are seated
corder, has tendered his resignation as
lars, blind and head halters, chain traces, breast
perty for such in want of a home like this. Any
_—We regret to hear that our old day) afternoon.
reaping
an
excellent
harvest.
Nearly
chains,
cow
and
other
chains.
Adriance
Mower,
Justice of the Peace of Lower Provi
one wishing to view the premises before the day
friend John Longstreth, of Trappe, is
A. Berntheisler will sell a lot of Leb
all the smaller ice houses are filled and Adriance Reaper, both as good as new ; horse
of sale will be shown by Geo. W. Rambo, resid
on the sick list. We trust he will be anon county fresh cows at Rahn’s dence, and the vacancy will be filled at they are at work on the larger ones. rake, R uth’s corn Marker, Planet. Jr. corncovering thereon, or by the Administrator. Sale to
tt
*
er and cultivator combined^ hoe harrow, potato
Best Granulated sugar, 7c. lb.
able to take a hand in the township Station to-morrow (Friday) afternoon. the coming election.
commence at 2 o’clock, when conditions will be
On Saturday afternoon while Neil plow, 2 drag harrows—one new ; Spinnerville
*
tt
Best Table Syrup, flavored, only
made known by
WILLIAM W. KOHL,
election.
tt 55c.
tt
John Keyser,of the Perkiomen Mills, Hodge, living on Lafayette street, this plow, Lancaster winnowing mill, cutting b o x ,
per gal., pure sugar syrup
S. R. Shupe, auct.
Administrator.
tt for baking, 40c. per gal. New
*
W. C. Foresman will sell a car load below Areola, met with a slight but borough, was working at the ice house feed trough, water trough, feed chests, forks,
tt crop N. O., Molasses, 75c. per gal.
—An infant child of Samuel Poley of Western Pennsylvania fresh cows at
tt
rakes, shovels, &c. 30 new 2 bushel bags, 1400
#
tt
Pure White Wine Vinegar, zie.
and wife, near Trappe, died on Mon Frederick’s hotel, Trappe, to-morrow painful accident to one of his limbs a of E. Channing Potts, he met with an sheaves of corn fodder by the bundle, straw by
*
tt
day ,or two ago while unloading a car accident which may result fatally. He the hundred, corn by the bushel, 3 bushels of
per gal. Extra large Mackeral,
day.
tt 14c. per lb. Baker’s and Winslow’s *
seed corn, rope and tackle, broad axe,
(Friday) afternoon.
load of rails.
was on the schute pulling blocks of ice first-class
*
tt
post axe and other axes, post boring machine
CORN, 2 cans 25c. Soused mack
—The court has appointed Abel
into the ice house when he slipped and and auger, iron dog, post-spade, grubbing hoe,
*
tt
erel, 25c. a can. Salmon, best 15c'.
tt
tt
Rambo, F. M. Hobson, and A. W.
can. Pure honey in jelly cups,
fell about twenty feet to the frozen pick, chicken coops. Household goods and dairy
A nother M an Killed.
D
eaths.
tt
*
fixtures
;
Four
beadsteads
and
bedding,
quilts,
only 15c. Extra fine evaporated
Beard, viewers to inspect the township
ground below, striking upon his head pillow cases &c. 3 washstands, lounge, settee,
*
*
Tuesday
morning
the
train
on
the
peaches, 18c. per lb. Large sacks
------T R A P P E , P A ____
road built by the Hatfield and Union- Pennsylvania Schuylkill Yalley Rail
tt
Mrs. Ann Fry, aged 89 years, died at and shoulders. He was picked up in desk, 3 tables, cane seat and other chairs, 2
#
of Liverpool ground salt, only $1.
«
*
clocks, new Singer Sewing machine with all the
ville Turnpike Company.
We make a specialty of Sapho
road, due at Norristown at 11.15 struck her residence, Evansburg, last Thurs sensible and remained so until yester latest attachments and improvements. 2 side
tt
*
Safety Oil, only 18c. per gal. Gi
day night. The deceased was the widow day afternoon. His recovery is doubt boards, Eureka Cook Stove, No. 7. Parlor stove,
tt
*
rard, Allentown, and Lucas ready
—The backbone of the winter of 84- Huntzer Triegel at Mogeetown, and of Joshua Fry, who died about ‘eleven ful.
tt
tt
small
wood
stove.
Farmers
Favorite
Furnace
mixed PAINTS at lowest figures.
killed
him
instantly.
Triegel
together
85 is as straight and stiff as ever, and
The Norristown School Board, at a and Boiler, (30 gallons). About 100 yards of
years ago, and the mother of Mary Ann
with
a
young
girl
about
ten
years
of
washtubs^boilers, tea kettle. Tin
lhe fellow who predicted a small crop
Fry, of Evansburg,and ex-Coroner Fry, special meeting held last Saturday, de rag carpet,
Crockeryware in variety, fruit jars, glass
of ice has revised his opinion, while age were approaching the crossing at of Norristown, who survive the aged cided to establish a Fourth Grammar ware,
ware,
butter
churn, butter worker, butter ham
oots a n d hoes
Romeo is thinking of buying a pair of Mogeetown. They both saw the cars mother. The funeral was held on Tues grade in the Chain Street school. Pre per, cream can6, milk pans, buckets, lard cans',
coming and the girl caught the man and
<fcc.
A
full
set.
of
butchering
tools,
such
as
saw,
silver skates with gold fasteners.
We have a large stock of Freed’s men’s boot
tried to keep him from crossing but he day. Interment at the Lutheran Cem vious to this the highest grade at that cleaver, knives, steel, scales, sausage cutter and
school has been the First Division Sec stuffer, lard press, 1 new platform scales, will and shoes. Boys boots, Freed’s make, only $1.95.
thinking
he could get across broke etery, Trappe.
“ 0. F. Strolil, nephew to W. H.
Mens
boots, only $2.45. Children’s shoes, Freeds,
weigh
250
pounds,
2
shot
guns,
and
many
other
ondary, and the more advanced pupils
Strohl, of the Strohl Family, formerly loose from her and ran over the track.
articles not here specified. Sale to commence $1.25. Bargain in men’s Slippers, $1.12. We
in
that
part
of
the
town
west
of
Stony
precisely at 12 o’clock m. Conditions, 3 months make a specialty of Ladies fine dress shoes. An
Tuesday morning last week, Andora,
manager of the same, is now engaged The engine struck him and knocked
Creek, have been compelled to attend credit on all sums over $15.
elegant assortment of Rubber Goods at rock bot
as traveling agent for the talented elo him down the embankment killing him wife of John A. Gouldy, died of con either the Oak or the DeKalb street
tom prices. Large selected stock oi Queens and
JOHN A. GOULDY.
instantly
and
terribly
mutilating
his
sumption
at
her
residence,
near
Provi
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
I. H. Johnson, clerk. Glass ware, Wood and Willow ware, beautiful MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND
cutionist, John M. Stephen, who will
school.
Complaints
have
been
frequent
patterns
of floor and table Oil Cloths, and latest
body.
Triegel
is
a
German
who
has
dence Square, aged 31 years. A hus
appear in Masonic Hall next Thursday
ly made on account of the long distance
styles of wall paper and borders at extremely
RETAIL-DEALER IN
evening. He says the W. E. Strohl been in the town about two weeks. He band and four bright and interesting chil and the danger of crossing the railroad, X j'O R SALE OR RENT !
low prices. Our stock of Hardware, Drugs, and*
Window glass is complete. An elegant double
Concert Company is improving rapidly, was out of employment and when dren are left to mourn the early death and parents upon “the hill” have deter
English twist gun, only $12. Horse power
and that W. H. Strohl will have to keep struck was supposed to be looking for of a devoted wife and a loving mother. mined to* have the matter remedied and
A house and lot, with stable and slate house barrel
feed cutter—good as new—cheap.
work.
The funeral was held last Saturday.
at Grater’s Ford. Very good stand. Apply to
an eye on his laurels.
JOHN POLEY,
Interment at the Presbyterian Ceme get better school facilities in this rapid
half-mile north of Trappe.
ly growing section »f the town. A pe
tery,
Lower
Providence.
A gentleman of Trappe,whose 1
Some heathen, are not as much of the
tition was presented to the school
name is Williamson, was enjoyin
heathen as we think; read a Mahometan
board, resulting in the establishment of p O R RENT.
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipes &c.,
8
vide the other day'in one of
proverb. “ God has bestowed the good
All orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.
Abraham Mensch,an old and respect the additional grade. This is only re
patent skippers.
Near Frederi
things of this world to relieve our ne ed resident of Lower Pottsgrove town garded as the initiary step,and the peo
A Tenement House, near Trappe, with 2 large
Collegeville, Fa.
uotel, the shafts slipped out of p!
cessities, not to reward our virtues ; ship, this county, died on Saturday ple expect and deem it necessary that rooms on first floor. For particulars apply to
FO R S A L E !
an the famous black horse elevj
DAVID
G.
TYSON,
Trappe,
Pa.
these will be rewarded in another world.’ evening last aged 74 years. The de ere long a new school building or addi
s îeels and Mr. Williamson rolled
MRS. S. L. PUGH.
We know of no greater necessity to be ceased was the father of Mr. Adam tion to the old one must be built. The
HICKORY and OAK Cordwood, in quanti
relieved, than a stubborn cold, and we Mensch, of this township. For a long time will come, xnd before long too, Xj^OR RENT.
disn^a,I.enm0f tlle Sleis h with ease
ties to suit purchasers; also a number of posts.
TRAPPE,
PA.,
The llorse ran a short
know of no better relief than Dr.Bull’s time the deceased was the owner of the judging by the rapid increase in popu
Wood delivered at short notice.
tance,fell down,and was captured,tho
ISAAC STEARLY,
Attepds to laying out the dead, shroud-making
Several Tenements, in Collegeville. Apply to
Cough Syrup.
noted “ Ringing Rocks.”
lation, when all the grammar grades
Near Yerkes Station, Perk. R, R.
&c.
J. W. SUNDERLAND.

F R E S H COWS I

F IR E .

F IR E .

F R E S H O O WS !

F R E S H CO W S!

PERSONAL
PRORERTYI

MASONIC HALL

jj P E C I A L = l

THURSDAY Event February 12, ’85
' JO H N M . S T E P H E N , f l= B A R G A I N §

F e n t o n B r os.,

DRY GOODS !

PERSONAL
PROPERTY.

REAL ESTATE

a

t

GROCERIE S !

J . H. KROUT,

CIGAR MANUFACTURER

B

S

CIGARSigsa

OSS-CIGARETTES,

iitiiVa

\ffricultiire and Science.

T w . ROYER, M. IV,

Practising

I

Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,

Office at tils residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

PRACTICAL SMALL FRUIT
GROWING.
BY C. A. SHERMAN,

the lot from the nursery is a straggling
lot of sickly looking plants, hardly
paving f«>r the ground they occupy.
As to spring or fall setting either is
good. I like fall setting but it takes
extra work to protect them through
the winter. Do not put off setting out
a good patch of both raspberries and
strawberries, and as many other fruits
as you can properly take care of, and
when you gather these luxurious fruits
you will wish you had done so years
ago.

L A T E ST B A R G A IN S

in DRY GOODS a t ?

CARPET SPECIALTY.

HOWARD LEOPOLD’S, PoMowfl,

T h e L argest a n d B est S e l e c t e d S tock o p R ic h e st C olorings w e e v e r O f f e r e d .
Ingrain, Carpet........................ 25, 31, 35, 40, 50c. Body M o q u et...................................... $1.50, $1.75
Extra.Ingrain...................... . .65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair io match....... 25, 40, 50, 75c. $1.00
Trpestry B russels... .75, 80, 85, 90c., $1.0G, $1.00 Schuylkill co., Prison Rag C arpet.. .45,50,60,75c

----- WE M E A N B U S IN E S S .------

H E M P C A R P E T , M A T T IN G and OIL C L O T H S

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

H E E B N E R & SO M S,
L A N S D A L E , .Montg.

Go.,

Penna.

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

M ner’s Patent Level Treat!

----- IN GREAT VARIETY.----I (1on’t believe there is, on an averNEW
BLANKETS.
S H A D E S S c S l i A I D I I S r a - , Newest Colors and Designs.
age, one farmer in a dozen, that grows
New Gray Blankets, per pair 85 cents.
n D P C C f i n r i P C • Black Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
enough small fruit to supply their own
Practising Physician,
U X v C /O O \ J v ^ v y l - / 0 • Qxeen, Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finisli Black Cash Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
Large size Biankcfe per pair $1 .00.
tables. Strawberries and Raspberries
meres, Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, Nuns’ Veiling, Brocbes—a general variety of New Dress the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
E V A N SB U R G , PA
Nicer, Softer, more Woof, $2.00 to $3.00.
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, in fact a live stock. Call applied to horse powers,
Soft White Blankets per pair $1.00.
Office Honrs :— 8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 0 at least ought to be grown by nearly
and see. The politest attention to,all, a t the
Heavier
White
Blankets
per
pair
$2.00.
p. m.
______ ■______________ '
every tiller of the soil. I think if all
H e e b n p r ’s L i t t l e G i a n t T h r e s h i n g
and
o l :d s t o n e
s t o r e
i
Extra Bargains at $2.75 and $3.75.
would grow one or two crops, they
Cl e a n in g M a c h in e ,
H. HAMER, M. D.
Very Heavy at $5.00 to $6.50.
A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Mairi and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
would feel so well repaid for their
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS*,
Very fine Lamb’s Wool at $8.00 to $10.00.
THE CURSE OF IDLENESS.
troubles, as to continue growing and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
DRESS GOODS.
Also
all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
There is no profit in idleness. The
New Dress Cloths at 25 cents.
eating these delicious fruits. Tills ar
Rakes, <fcc.
Till 9 a. m. 12 to 2 p. m.
Ofvicb H ours : j
Finer Quality of Cloths at 37% cents.
After 6 p. m.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
ticle is penned for those wishing to man who spends his time in idleness,
order.
Extra Heavy Double Width 50 cents.
working neither muscle nor mind, can
JS0T 8peclal attention given to diseases of the commence growing small fruits.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
Finer and Wider 75 cents.
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
hardly prosper or retain the best re
lowest prices.
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear diseases.
Heavier and Wider 85 cents.
Good land for berries is that from
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfit« for Mills,
spect of his associates. He is generally
Finer, Heavier and Widest $1.00.
which a previous hoed crop has been
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,
Handsome New Shades, Tricot Cloths, Fine.
a dead weight to his family or the
B. F. PLACE,
taken. I t should have had a liberal
Quality New Ottoman Cloths, Extra fine Col
business community. The work horse
HEUBNER k SONS,
supply of good manure plowed under,
ored Cashmeres, worth $1.00 for 87% qente.
LANSDALE,PA.
that
is
kept
in
idleness
is
a
bill
of
ex
D E N T I S T
Cashmeres in all colors, pnre wool, genuine
and the crop well cultivated. A potato
pense to his owner. Idle machinery French, 50 cents.
36 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House) patch is a good place to set berries in
Choice New Plaids at 25 cents.
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE
returns its owner no income. These
the fall, the crop can be dug early and
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
Handsome Styles, pure wool, double with,
things, and many other similar ones
-AT THE STORE OFthe land thoroughly fitted.
Unless
French Plaids, 75 cents.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
are well known and often thought of
Very
Fine
and
Rich
styles,
$1.00
land is quite rich, give another dress
U G. HOBSON,
by a majority of people, and yet few
We keep a full line Of Black Cashmeres which
ing of manure—plow under for rasp
DEALERS IN
known to be the b e s t m a k e i n t h e w o r l d .
farmers realize the extent of their loss are
We
receive them d i r e c t f r o m t h e i m p o r t e r s ,
berries. Plow deep, harrow until fine
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
annually from idle acres of land many and cannot be undersold on them. They are
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
The Thomas Smooth
in weight, and have a certain peculiar firm
C or.M A IN and S W E D E S tru tt, NorrUtown,ra. and compact.
N O RRIS TO WN, PA.
of which give little more income to heavy
ness and toughness not to be recognized in other 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]
ing
Harrow
beats
anything
of
the
kind
Can be seen every evening a t tils residence In
their owner than will pay the tax upon makes. Prices 50 cents',to $1.25.
Preeland,
LUM BER,
for the thorough preparation of the
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.
BLACK SILKS.
them. On many farms, the time and
A bargain, (not warranted) at 62% cents.
soil for any crop. If for spring setting
D. FETTEROLF,
labor required to fence and look after
Much Better (no guarantee) was $1.00, now
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
and the weather dry, follow with roller
such acres, if devoted to properly im 90Acents.
good Silk Warranted not to cut, at $1.00.
to hold the moisture.
>S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
Excellent qualities, in which the wear is guarproving other parts of the farm, would
Justice of the Peace
For raspberries mark out with small,
nteed, at $1.12%, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 to
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. plow, rows 7 feet apart and at least six result in greatly increasing the product $2.50.
P IC K E T S , C ED A R A ND C H E S T N U T
black silks have been well tested during
Will clerk sales a t reasonable rates,
often bringing a better net result from theThese
past few years, and in each case' we rely on
inches
deep,
make
a
mark
on
your
boe
R A IL S.
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
75 acres than is derived from a hun the manufacturers’ guarantee and can make our
haddle 3 feet from the end, this makes
customers
perfectly
safe
in
putting
their
money
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
dred. These idle acres are a curse and in them.
L e h i g h a nd S c h u y l k i l l
a measure for the distance between
each week; also e-very evening.
Don’t buy silks that cut or break.
a misfortune to many farmers. It is
the plants. I use three stakes 7 feet
New Rhatzameres, Ottomans and Rhadame
the best possible product from silks for suits, wraps or coats.
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
long for guides in making the rows
COLORED SILKS.
every acre under cultivation that
straight, one at each end the other near
Specially good quality for 75 cents.
(% mile north Of Trappe.)
brings the most satisfactory result. In
the middle. As soon as one mark is
Heavier and wider, $1.00 to $1.25.
Surveyor and Conveyancer made, lay your stake down, one end at far too many instances less acres or
CLOAKING CLOTHS.
more labor should become the rule.
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
We know' we offer the Largest and Finest Var
the
center
of
first
mark,
at
the
other
of Cloths for. Coats, In Pottstown.
mall will receive prompt attention.
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
Appropriate to this point is the follow iety
Nov8- 6m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
We are making up our Winter Coats, and can continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on
end mark for your second row, and the
ing specimen of high class farming in show you a large assortment of new garments
T U E SD A Y , T H U R SD A Y and S A T U R D A Y
length of the stake from^there stick up
for Ladies and Children, In all prices from $2.75
C O A L . - - CO A L.
Q H. DETW ILER.
England :
to $50.00.
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
for the guide in coming back. Do not
We
have
a
few
fine
sample
Coats
and
Russian
An Enlish dairy farm which recently Circulars, from the best New York Manufactur
Surveyor and Conveyancer cover plants more than two inches. took the prize for good management in ers. They are among the nicest R e a d t M a e gar
E VAK SB W ER PRO V 1D E SC E , P. O.
Be sure and firm well around the roots,
to be found, but a comparison with o u r
a competitive trial, had an expense ac ments
Also L E V E L IN G and GRA DING .
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
o w n m a k e shows plainly the superiority of the'
but be careful not to break the buds,
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
count of $48 an acre, and the receipts w o r k m a n s h i p on ours over the c i t y m a d e
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
or shoots., as it will take from two to
goods.
rjiHE POPULAR
were between $60 and $65 per acre.
Jtahn Station, Montg. County, Pa.
Sepl81yr.
Prices of Coats and Circulars are wonderfully
four weeks for others to start, as soon
AND CAKE MEAL.
The rent was $10, labor $8.75 and ma low this season. The way to obtain a satisfactory
DINING ROOMS,
as large enough to see the rows, start
Cloak or Wrap, is to get it made to order at
T P. KOONS,
nures and foods purchased $14.25 per Howard Leopold’s.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
the cultivator and keep them thorough
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, ne
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
acre. Sixty’acres were under the plow
Main, Norristown,
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
P ra c tica l S la ter 1 ! ly cultivated and hoed during the sea and the balance of 127 acres was in
H A R R Y B. L O N G , Proprietor,
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
son.
COLLEGEVILLE
grass. The farmer received from the
B A R N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Is the place to go to get anything you may de fencing.
The past season was very dry,
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
farm
between
$2,000
and
$3,000
as
his
D ealefin every quality of Rootling, Flag throughout, but by thorough cultiva
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
salary for managing it. This is not a
tion,
keeping
the
soil
fine
and
mellow
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
tes, and prices.
large net income per acre. Even twenty
B A N K E R S ,
when in town.
my raspberries and strawberries made
dollars would not be considered a large
H. ELLIS
a good growth—the former being cut
N orristow n, Pa.
net profit from an acre of corn or pota
JO SEPH STO N E ,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
down with the frost of May 30th. Do
toes, well cultivated, in this country.
Carpenter and Millwright,
not wait for weeds to get 6 inches high
CARPET WEAVER,
The point is to make every acre pay a
G R A T E R ’S F O R D , PA ,
you can kill millions of weeds when
Interest Paid on Deposits.
profit. The Entish tenant farmer does
P E R K IO M E N B R ID G E ,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken. just starting, easier than you can hoe
M ONEY TO LOAN.
this,
and
pays
$10
rent
per
acre.
The
All work promptly done In a satisfactory manner. or pull out a dozen large ones.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
By
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
450-476
average American farmer don’t do that.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
using a Planet in Cultivator and work
S T O C K S and B O N D S
sale at reasonable prices,
He gets a small profit from a part of
ing
close
to
the
plants
(have
your
rows
UDWARD DAYID,
EVERY
MORNING.
B O U G H T AND SO LD .
his acres, while the others barely pay
straigt) you can tend a berry patch
the expense of taxes and fencing. The
EXECUTED
-: C A L L A T T H E :PAINTER and PA PE R S ANGER, with very little hand hoeing the first fault is not in the land or in the coun
season.
As
soon
as
the
canes
are
one
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
try. It is in the farmer himself who
foot high, nip of the tips, causing them
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
fails in management, in a correct
of work in the line of painting, graining, and to branch out and making low stocky
Where you will find a large supply of
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer plants, pinching of the branches when knowledge of the character and require
Different flavors, during the Season Row open
fully furnished upon application.
ments of his soil, and in a proper appli ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short, notice, on reasonable terms.
about .eighteen inches in length. Do
CHOICE FAMILY FLOURr
cation of the knowledge he does pos
not let them grow too long the first
JO H N MILLEK,
ses. There is too little study and
Manufactured ft-opi the best wheat by the most Corn, Oats, Wheat
season or they will exhaust and injure
thorough calculation and too much
Improved Facilities.
the plants for future bearing. If- you
and Screanings.
—IN THE—
T A I L O R .
‘slip-shod’ farming in this country.
wish
to
raise
plants
or
“
tops”
let
side
Quality
Guaranteed.
Lowest
Market
Prices.
TRAPPE, PA.
The old maxim of “a little farm well
Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
branches grow about two feet long,
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
tilled” has a far greater significance
Always on band a full Stock of
latest styles, or in any style th at may be desired. bend them down and cover 3 or 4
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
Linseed Meal, Sugar «corn Feed,
than is accredited to it by the majority
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
CORN,
inches of the end of the canes with
would annourice"to my friends and the public,
OATS,
of people.
H O M IN Y F E E D M E A L,
dirt. The latter part of August and
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
QAMUEL P. SHANTZ.
BRAN,
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
till the middle of September is the best
MIDDLINGS,
M A L T SPR O U TS, &c.
$1.00 FOR 50 CENTS.
RYE BRAN,
time
for
putting
down
“
tips.”
The
Carpenter and Builder.
Any reader of this paper who will send 59 one
LINSEED MEAL, &c.
Having the latest most improved and conven
plantation should be thoroughly culti cent stamps to the A m e r i c a n R u r a i . H o m e ,
ient facilities for handling feed-with the laeast
RAHN SRATION, PA.,
Of
Italian
or
American
Marble
or
Granite,
in
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
XSg“L O W E ST CASH PRICES.
vated and hoed before this. No more Rochester N. Y. before March 1st, 1885, will re the finest and latest designs.
in the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
BEST MANNER
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work. cultivating is necessary for the season, ceive that handsome paper, postage free, until
not be undersold by anyone. BSF'Aiso a large
No pains spared to give satisfaction.
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
and well selected stock of the best L E H IG H
January
1st.
1886.
The
R u r a l is a large eightallowing the wood to mature so as to
and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.
page, forty column WEEKLY paper, now in its
G. T. MILLER.
withstand severe freezing.
J. H . L A N B E S .
fifteenth year, and the cheapest farm journal in For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
The first and most important thing the world. The price is one dollar a year in ad
tions.' Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
CARPENTER and BUILDER, in growing fruit is the selection of va vance, but the above offer of fifty cents in pos
tage
stamps
will
be
accepted
if
sent
in
before
TRAPPE PA.
B
U
ILD
IN
G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .
T A D IE S !
rieties that will bear something to re
March 1st, 1885. Send for sample copy, and see
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
and contracts taken. All orders will bo. attended ward you for your, time and labor. My what a bargain is offered.
The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
to promptly.
ja n .l,’85,tf. nearest neighbor bad a small bed of
&e. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
furnished desired ou Monuments or Tombstones.
good
and cheap Switches. Nets and pins of
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
strawberries. His wife cleaned them
every description. Combings made up and h*tir
F O R T H E B E S T ! !
CUNDAY PAPERS.
Cemeteries nr the neighborhood, that has been
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
bought.
E. M. AUGE,
out every spring for years ; they blos
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
16 E. Main Street,, Norristown. Pa
HARD W H IT E A SH C O AL,
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low:
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will somed full, looked very promising, hut
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
B U C K W HEA T F L 0 UR,
“ lore prices and fair dealirigx,”
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe, they never gathered a mess of berries.
RKSPEC'TFULL Y,
every Sunday morning,
A man in an adjoining township
L IN S E E D M EAL,
HENRY YOST,
cultivated, hoed and worked one-half BRA N ,
ews Agent,
Collegeville. an acre of strawberries till the second
CHOP CORN,
June 8-ly.
year. He expected to sell several hun
W H. RINGLER,
CORN & OA TS,
dred dollars worth, but they only bore
HJRS. L. H. INGRAM,
a few bushels of inferior fruit. He
Practical Horse Shoer,
M ID D LIN G S Ac., Ac.
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
One mile east of TRAPPE, Pa. All kinds of afterwards found out that they were GO TO
orders
for Harness at short notice and at reason
blacksmith work done in a satisfactory manner. all pestiliate varieties, or imperfect
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stoek of
blossoms.
Collegeville, Pa.
N. BARNDT,
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
B LAN K ETS,
ARCOLA MILLS.
Whatever you do, do not buy of
Having had an experience of 15 years at the
TOP-COVERS,
business I feel confident that I can give entire
some tree agent who is, nine times out
IM PR 0 VED COLLARS,
satisfaction to those who will favor me with
W H IPS, Ac., Ac.
of
ten,
a
regular
swindler.
Go
to
some
their
orders.
Cutting
and
fitting
done
accord
Is prepared to sharpen. Mill Picks and facing
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
ing .to the latest improved and best system.
hammers, and-all kinds of edge tools. Always responsible fruit grower in j’our neigh
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
I am thankful for past favors and hope to merit
on hand new mill picks and facing hammers.
Repairing
done in the best manner. Satisfac
borhood
and
find
out
what
varieties
J S t t t x . continued patronage.
Mowing machines and Sewing machines repaired.
tion guaranteed to all.
Lowest cash prices.
461—487.
succeed best in the locality. He will
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
tell what succeeds best and sell you
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
piA N O S
An Independent Newspaper of Dem
plants at reasonable prices.
Tree
HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.
Oil. Afso cigars and Tobacco.
W ill aid the Liver to perform its proper functions.
ocratic Principles, but not Controlled by
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi agents will, as a rule, ask four or five
W ill assist nature to throw off all impurities.
W ill save you many aches and sleepless nights.
cal Instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
WE WANT 1000 more BOOK AGENTS
W ill save you large doctors’ bills.
prices for something that is not worth any Set of Politicians or Manipulators;
for the grandest and fastest selling book ever published,
Also Teacher of music.
W ill cure Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Head
Devoted to Collecting and Publishing all
ache, Pimples, Blotches, and all diseases arising
FREDERICK LEITSCH,
setting
out.
I
would
,
rather
pay
from a torpid Liver and impure blood. These Pills
Grater’s Ford, Pa.
are strictly vegetable, and produce a natural
double price for good, genuine plants, the News of the Day in the most Inter
This is an entirely new and original work just published, and
evacuation of the bowels without pain, nausea, or
C O LLEG EVILLE
is the iointproductiou of 3 0 of our greatest living autho
costiveness, effects which follow the use o f most
esting
Shape
and
with
the
greatest
pos
Pose Terry Cooke, H arriet
including Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
~
other purges?. One trial w ill convince you that
true to name, from some responsible
^O A L 1
.» Hem and . M ary A . Im erm orc,
Prescott Spo/ford,_ Marion
they w ill do a ll that is claimed for them.
Louise Chandler Moulton} M ary
sible
Promptness,
Accuracy
and
Impar
¡Harriet
Beecher
Stowe,
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
grower near home. Last spring I sent
Clemmer, Lucy Larcom, and UVother well known authors.
These t w e n t y distinguished vo ters here give for the first
I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works,
tiality; and to
Promotion of Demo
A R R iA G E W o r k s !
time, the complete history o f tpe Lives and Deeds of 5 0
near Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25 to a nurseryman for 130 raspberries,
famous American women, most o f whom are now living,
cratic Ideas and Policy in the affairs of
whose lives have never before ken w ritten, and. they tell
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than it can of a different variety. The plants came
how they have won their way frfm obscurity to fame and
be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
glory, for Thrilling Interest, Bofcantic Story, Spicy Humor,
Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideGovernment,
Society
and
Industry.
after some delay, were set immediately,
and Tender Pathos, this grand b4ok is without a peer. The
liver the same, if required.
Bar and Limken Side-Bar
Christain Advocate says : “ T his sblendid book certainly is one.
JACOB TRINLEY.
o
f
the
very
best
and
choicest
su
bpription^oks
we
have
ever
frequent shower followed, but fully oneB a tes, b y M a il, P ostp a id :
see».” It is splendidly illustratedwith full-page engravings,
besides many superb portraits /r a n specialphotographs.
fifth failed to grow. We had set 2,000 DAILY, per Year ..................... $6 00
P A T E N T S . ANDERSON
a g en ts Wa n t e d !
& SMITH,
Greegs the fall before from my own DAILY, per M onth.....................
50
Solicitors of U. S. and Foreign Patents, No.
SUNDAY,
per
Year
1
00
}
«
■
grown
plants
and
did
not
loose
over
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. U. S. Patent
Now on hand. Best material, best work
dome
~ - ~ - = —
Office, Washington, D. C. Correspondence so 25 plants in the whole lot. These were
DAILY and SUNDAY per Year • • 7 00
•who have sold over 2 0 0 in their -espectiye townships. We
manship, lowest prices.
want a few good agents—men or i omen—in this vicinity at
Family
and
General
licited. No charge for advice. No fee charged
One of the best Local,
once. We give E xtra Terms, ani. pay freight. Now u the
WEEKLY, per Year
. . . . . .
1 00
v W. H. BLANCHFORD,
time to make money. (LTOnrCire lars, ^yxogSpecxalTerm s,
Now is the time to
unless P atent is allowed. References, Lewis replaced with new plants in the spring.
newspapers published,
E xtracts, etc., sent fr e t. Corresp ndeace invited. Address
A d d r e u . T H E S V N , N ew Y o rk City.
Collegeville, Pa#
Johnson &Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash
subscribe.
A. 1>. W O U T IU N G T O N <fc
H artford, Conn*
The
plantation
looks
promising,
while
ington, D. C. Pamphlet of Instructions free.

M Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Horse Powers !

J

-L A R G E ST STOCK 0FFA L L

DR

I !

A N D

W IN T È B

C L O T H IN G .

Grristock & Vanderslice,

ZEIIEIEtlMI.A-ICiT' W

E T Z E L ,

j

WJ1. J . THOM PSON,

F L O U R ,

JOB PRINTING

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,

B A K E R Y !

H.

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Yerkes Station Mills.

IC E C R E A M !

Paten Process Strata,
art Fancy family Flour,

Yalta Grain, Flow, Feet & CoalDepot.

ENTERPRISE

tMARBLE WORKS!

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

J

A. C.

Harness Emporium,

-A T THIS OFFICE.--

JOIN G. D IT f ILES Proprietor.

D. T h eo . B u c k w a lte r.

F. W. Wetherill,

I

FashionaliR

Rata Station, In tìn te ?. 0. Pa,

H auled

“PROVIDENCE

John G. Detwiler.

OUR FIUMOUS WOMEN

c

INDEPENDENT JP

